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ABSTRACT
A component-based system is a set of entities that work together in well-defined ways to
satisfy a given requirement specified by the stakeholders for the system. This requirement
can be modeled as a set of combinations of traits, which represent acceptable alternatives
for providing the required functionality. A system satisfies its requirement if and only if it
provides one of the required sets of traits in its entirety. Beyond the requirement, system
stakeholders may also have preferences with respect to optional functionality that could be
provided by a system, tradeoffs between non-functional properties, or other system design
options. This work focuses on integrating support for both qualitative preference reasoning and
formal verification into the component-based system design process in order to choose a set of
components for the system that, when composed, will (1) satisfy the stakeholders’ requirement
for the system and (2) provide a set of traits that is optimal with respect to the given preferences.
Our primary research objective is to develop a generic, modular, end-to-end framework for
developing component-based systems of any type which are correct according to the system
requirement and most preferred with respect to the stakeholders’ preferences. Applications of
the framework to problems in Web service composition, goal-oriented requirements engineering,
and other areas will be discussed, along with future work toward integrating multi-stakeholder
preference reasoning and partial satisfaction of traits into the framework.
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Component-Based Systems: An Overview
A component-based system (e.g., [39, 40]), sometimes called a compositional system, can be
defined as a set of components that are selected from a (possibly large) set of available entities
and then composed according to one or more composition function(s) to form a system that
satisfies a given requirement specified by the stakeholders in the system. These stakeholders
include the owners and operators of the system, but may also include users, developers, mar-
keters, maintenance staff, management, and others as needed in the setting where the system is
to be used. Along with research specifically oriented toward component-based software systems
(see [38, 39, 40, 47] for some surveys), component-based software development has manifested
itself in several important ways in recent years. Web service composition [2], in which small,
publicly available services with well-defined and relatively simple interfaces are combined to
form useful online software applications, has been used increasingly widely by Web and in-
tranet application developers (e.g., [87]). The widespread adoption of software product line
engineering [23] in industry is another notable example of the success of a component-based
approach to software development. Both of these approaches to component-based software
system development are discussed further in Section 2.1.
Component-based software development is not limited to a few specific paradigms. In fact,
most software system development problems can be modeled as instances of component-based
system development. As part of a standard system development process, software engineers
decompose the overall problem to be addressed into one or more layers of subproblems. Each
subproblem is then solved by one or more “components”, which may be either previously
developed software modules or entirely new code written specifically to solve the subproblem
2in question. These components are then linked together in some way to form a unified software
system.
Developing a system in a component-based manner can have significant advantages over
more traditional software development methods where every piece of software in the system is
developed specifically for that system. If the inputs, outputs, behaviors, and other properties
of each component are clearly and correctly documented and if the components are designed to
be interoperable, then using previously developed software components can save a great deal
of time and effort [42, 45]. In theory, large systems can be built almost entirely from pre-
existing components or subsystems purchased from vendors (commonly called “commercial-
off-the-shelf” or COTS software) with only limited effort required to integrate the components
into a cohesive system, although such an approach involves significant challenges and risks in
practice [41].
1.2 Challenges in Developing Optimal Component-Based Systems
Although there are notable advantages to component-based system development, it is diffi-
cult to develop component-based software systems that fully satisfy their stakeholders’ needs.
Stakeholders express their needs for a specific system to be developed as a requirement, which
describes the minimum collection of traits or properties that the system must provide in order
to be acceptable to the stakeholders. More often than not, the process of determining the
requirement for the system is iterative: a set of sub-requirements or even a prototype system
is presented to the stakeholders and rejected, the reasons for the rejection are obtained by the
system developers and used to refine the sub-requirement set or prototype, and then the cycle
is repeated until a satisfactory system requirement or design is identified (or until a deadline
arrives, whichever comes first). This cycle of iterative refinement appears to be a natural and
unavoidable part of system requirement and preference modeling [27]. As stakeholders develop
a better understanding of their needs through various iterations of the stated system require-
ment, the requirement can be stated more accurately and in greater detail, possibly being
decomposed into additional levels of sub-requirements. The problem is that systems are often
constructed and delivered before sufficient iterations of this process have been completed, only
3to find that the delivered system does not satisfy the stakeholders’ needs well enough. Frederick
Brooks’s observation of this phenomenon led him to advise system developers in [15] to “plan
to throw one [system] away; you will, anyhow.”
Instead of building a system and then throwing it away, we aim to present alternative sub-
requirement sets or system designs for stakeholders to compare, evaluate, and refine before
choosing a system to build. To do so, the system designers must be able to correctly model
each sub-requirement given by the stakeholders in order to provide a strong guarantee that
the completed system fully satisfies them. Unfortunately, current component-based system
development methods such as those described in Section 2.1 are often limited to representing
all parts of the system requirement using a single formal language. While the one chosen
formalism may be exactly suited to modeling and verifying one specific type of trait (e.g.,
low-level behavioral properties such as deadlock-freeness or fairness properties may be modeled
using a property written in a temporal logic), it may be difficult or impossible to express other
types of traits using that formalism. Therefore, one important challenge in component-based
system development is to coordinate the specification and verification of sub-requirements for a
system using multiple formal methods. Ideally, component-based system development methods
should take advantage of natural linkages between the requirements for a system and the sets
of components that can satisfy them, helping the system’s stakeholders understand the possible
implications of changes to the requirements.
Beyond the basic requirement, system designers must also account for optional traits that
stakeholders would like the system to possess if possible. These optional traits can include
certain non-functional properties, optional features, enhanced implementations of required fea-
tures, and other aspects that are not necessary to fulfill the basic purpose of the system but
are desirable to the stakeholders. Because it is usually impossible to provide all of the op-
tional traits that stakeholders desire in a system, it is important for system designers to work
together with stakeholders to determine which sets of optional traits the stakeholders prefer
most strongly. The system designers can then attempt to construct a component-based system
that provides a preferred set of optional traits while fulfilling the essential requirement for the
system.
4Unfortunately, many commonly employed methods for representing and reasoning with
stakeholders’ preferences cannot accurately model the full complexity and nuance of stake-
holders’ preferences. Such preference reasoning methods often follow a set procedure: (1) ask
stakeholders to quantify the relative importance of a number of traits, (2) obtain data to quan-
tify the extent to which each design option provides each trait, (3) execute a multi-criteria
decision making (MCDM) or multi-objective optimization algorithm with these two sets of nu-
meric data, and finally (4) provide a single “preference” or “quality” value produced by the
optimization algorithm for each value. Among other shortcomings, these approaches to pref-
erence reasoning assume both that stakeholders consciously know their true preferences and
that stakeholders are able to quantify these preferences within an expected level of precision.
Such approaches also rely on the assumption that the given MCDM or optimization algorithm
is the correct one to rank the given design options for the problem to be solved. Therefore,
another significant challenge in developing optimal component-based systems is to apply more
accurate and flexible methods to model and reason with stakeholders’ preferences over optional
traits, then select system components according to those preferences. An ideal preference rea-
soning technique for component-based system development would evaluate the possible design
options (i.e., sets of components) with respect to the given preferences in a way that is not
unnecessarily dependent on one specific preference aggregation algorithm.
Finally, even when the requirement and preferences of the stakeholders are correctly mod-
eled and a system design that appears to fulfill them is identified, it is still necessary to im-
plement the system by composing the selected components and then verify that the completed
system actually does satisfy the given requirement and preferences. As an example, a set of
components may be selected so that every part of the overall requirement is provided by some
selected component(s), but unexpected interactions between components may prevent the com-
pleted system from fulfilling some necessary sub-requirement. Many component-based system
development frameworks, techniques, and tools that provide support for verification of the final
system against formal requirements have already been presented in the computer science and
systems engineering literatures, as we will see in Chapter 2. Few of these approaches, however,
provide robust and flexible support for formal specification and verification of system require-
5ments using multiple specification formalisms; instead, they generally restrict themselves to a
single formalism. Furthermore, because of the problems inherent in commonly used quanti-
tative preference reasoning methods, existing component-based development approaches that
use such methods cannot provide strong formal guarantees that the design choices made dur-
ing the development process are the best possible with respect to the stakeholders’ expressed
preferences. To move beyond previous frameworks, the challenge that must be addressed is to
present a unified framework for component-based system development that composes a set of
selected components into a unified system, formally verifies that the system fully satisfies its
requirement, and ensures that the system provides the optional traits it is committed to provide.
1.3 A New Framework for Component-Based System Development
In this work, we propose a new framework for component-based system development, which
is essentially a component-based system for developing component-based systems. Our new
framework addresses each of the principal challenges discussed in the previous section: (1) help
stakeholders model the given requirement for the system in greater detail by coordinating the
formal specification of sub-requirements using multiple formal methods, (2) help system de-
signers accurately represent and reason with stakeholders’ preferences regarding optional traits
that the system may have, and (3) once a preferred option is identified, construct (realize) a
system from the selected components and verify that the resulting system fulfills its commit-
ments regarding the requirement that it claims to satisfy and the optional traits that it claims
to possess.
The first challenge is to help stakeholders better express their needs for the system by de-
composing the overall system requirement into a number of sub-requirements, which can each
be specified using different formalisms. This decomposition into sub-requirements is a natural
part of system development [89], but too many component-based system design frameworks
make the generous assumption that stakeholders understand and can easily express their spe-
cific needs in detail at the start of system development. Additionally, if sub-requirements will
be formally verified, most existing frameworks assume that one formal language will be used
to specify all sub-requirements. Our framework addresses this challenge by allowing stakehold-
6ers to first state several high-level sub-requirements and then decompose each of these into
multiple levels of related simpler traits. The overall requirement is eventually encoded as a
Boolean combination of low-level traits, which can each be specified using a different specifi-
cation method. After the selected components are composed into a unified system, the system
can then be verified against each low-level trait using an appropriate verification technique for
each specification method used.
Once the stakeholders and system designers have identified the problem they wish to solve,
the second challenge is to help system designers accurately model and reason with stakeholders’
preferences about optional traits of the system in order to focus on the most preferred choices
within the space of possible system designs (i.e., sets of components) that satisfy the given
requirement. We assume in this work that one or more repositories of components are available
and that appropriate search methods exist for computing the set of possible systems that can
be created from these components. Based on the information each component provides about
the properties it satisfies, it is possible to compute which sets of components are expected to
satisfy the overall requirement when composed to form a system. We propose an automated
method for computing this set of correct system designs, which will save time compared to
doing this analysis manually and may also help stakeholders visualize the consequences of their
expressed requirement. We also present automated methods for deciding whether a group
of set-based qualitative preferences expressed by a stakeholder (or group of stakeholders) is
consistent. Intuitively, a set of preference statements is consistent if no subset of the stated
preferences can be interpreted to mean that a certain set of optional traits is preferred to itself;
consistency of preferences is defined more formally in Section 5.3. If the set of preferences is not
consistent (i.e., if one preference conflicts with other preferences), our methods automatically
identify which preferences are contributing to the inconsistency, allowing the stakeholders to
decide which preference(s) to relax or modify in order to achieve consistency.
After a consistent set of preferences is agreed upon, automated qualitative preference rea-
soning can be applied to determine which system design option(s) will be most preferred based
on the given preferences. Note that more than one option may be presented to the stakeholders
if multiple options are equally preferred, instead of forcing a decision about the single “best”
7system based on quantitative preference valuations that may not accurately represent the stake-
holders’ true preferences. Simply narrowing the space of possible options to this extent may
allow the stakeholders to see the option that they most prefer; they may alternatively discover
that they dislike all of the “preferred” options, in which case they can reconsider and possibly
modify their specified preferences.
When the stakeholders have selected a promising set of components to be composed into
a system, the third challenge is to compose the selected components and then verify that the
completed system satisfies its commitments regarding the overall requirement that it must sat-
isfy and the optional traits it claims to provide. Our proposed system development framework
serves as a “conductor” for this realization and verification process. It guides composition ac-
tions to realize the system piece-by-piece, and it coordinates calls to the specified verification
methods for each required trait (sub-requirement) and each optional trait that the system is
expected to provide based on the descriptions of its components. If the “first-choice” system
design fails the composition or verification process, our framework can repeat the process with
an alternative that is similarly preferred or slightly less preferred, continuing until a completed
and verified system can be returned or until all possible options are exhausted.
Note that this proposed framework does not make system design decisions for the stake-
holders. While this may seem like an attractive option for stakeholders and system designers
alike, we believe that it is not the role of software engineers or system designers to make major
system requirements or design decisions without meaningful consultation with stakeholders.
Instead, the proposed framework aims to provide easily understood justifications, similar to an
“audit trail”, for every decision made throughout the system development process. The overar-
ching objective of our framework is to support, explain, and (when needed) clarify requirements
or design decisions that the stakeholders must make in order for the stakeholders and system
designers to create a system that fulfills the stakeholders’ needs as fully as possible.
1.4 Contributions of This Work
The contributions of this work follow the threefold motivation given in the previous section.
They are summarized as follows:
81. We present a general methodology for automated formal analysis of stakeholders’ pref-
erences. This methodology incorporates an algorithm for automated identification of
inconsistent preferences and generation of feedback to help stakeholders locate and re-
solve any inconsistencies in their combined set of preferences.
2. We define a full formal framework for modeling, decomposition, and analysis of any
given component-based system development problem. This formal framework facilitates
modeling of requirements, stakeholder preferences, and their interplay in forming the
space of possible solutions to the given system development problem.
3. We automate the coordination of all necessary tasks for realizing a given component-
based system, constructing the system’s verification obligation (i.e., the set of traits that
it is expected or committed to provide), and verifying that the completed system truly
fulfills its verification obligation.
4. We provide formal correctness (soundness and completeness) results for our preference
reasoning and system development techniques to the greatest extent possible.
5. We discuss the implementation details and experimental results for those parts of our over-
all system development framework that have already been implemented, and we present
a “roadmap” for completing and evaluating the implementation of the entire framework.
1.5 Organization
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2: An overview of previous work in the areas of component-based systems,
requirements engineering, and preference reasoning is given, along with commentary on
how it has informed our work.
• Chapter 3: The basic concepts used in our work, such as traits, requirements, and pref-
erences, are introduced and formally defined. All of these concepts are used throughout
the remaining chapters.
9• Chapter 4: Our existing techniques for realization of a component-based system and
formal verification of its properties using multiple formal methods are presented.
• Chapter 5: Our work on representing and reasoning with qualitative preferences over
traits of a component-based system is explained, and a method for applying these pref-
erence reasoning techniques to select preferred system designs is presented.
• Chapter 6: A new framework for realizing an optimal (correct and highly preferred)
component-based system and verifying that the system satisfies its verification obligation
is described in detail. This framework ties together elements presented in Chapters 3, 4,
and 5. The usefulness of the framework is demonstrated in the context of developing a
component-based system to coordinate the operations of a roadside assistance business.
• Chapter 7: The contributions of our work thus far are summarized, along with our plans
for long-term future research along these lines.
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CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK
This chapter provides an overview of previous work that has informed our research in this
area. Section 2.1 describes previous approaches to the modeling and creation of component-
based systems, including significant work toward improving development of two well-known
types of component-based systems: Web service compositions and software product lines. In
Section 2.2, we provide an overview of related work in the area of software requirements engi-
neering, with a focus on the goal-oriented requirements engineering methodology. Section 2.3
examines the relative merits of various qualitative and quantitative preference modeling and
reasoning methods in order to explain our focus on set-based qualitative preferences in this
work. The remainder of this dissertation will weave threads from these areas together into our
framework for developing optimal component-based systems.
2.1 Component-Based Software Systems
A component-based software system is, simply put, a software system that is constructed
from a set of pre-existing software components instead of being built with code that is en-
tirely new or unique to that particular system. For decades, both academic and industrial
researchers have been trying to find new and improved ways to develop new software systems
using previously developed components. One of the challenges inherent in creating a framework
for developing systems in a component-based manner is that the word “component” can mean
many things. Szyperski [83] provisionally defines a component as having three characteristic
properties, namely “that it is a unit of independent deployment; a unit of third-party compo-
sition; and it has no persistent state.” The Workshop on Component-Oriented Programming
at ECOOP 1996 [84] defined a component more precisely as follows:
11
A software component is a unit of composition with contractually specified interfaces
and explicit context dependencies only. A software component can be deployed
independently and is subject to composition by third parties.
Numerous frameworks and approaches for component-based system development have been
presented in the research literature. A large number of existing component-based system devel-
opment frameworks are summarized and categorized in [39, 40], while additional formal models
for aspects of component-based software development are discussed at length in [38, 47]. Two
areas where many of the concepts of component-based systems have been widely and success-
fully put into practice are Web service composition and software product lines. We introduce
work that has been done in these areas in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 respectively.
2.1.1 Web Service Composition
Web services [2] are self-contained and self-describing programs that are made available
for use over a network and are designed for interoperability with other Web services across
different platforms. Web service composition [69] is the process of identifying and composing
individual Web services into a single composite service (or composition) in order to provide
certain functionality required by the user. However, to truly fulfill the needs of its users, a
composite service should also provide a set of non-functional properties or NFPs (e.g., cost,
availability, and throughput; sometimes called quality of service (QoS) properties in this setting)
that is optimal with respect to the users’ preferences. Therefore, the objective of the Web service
composition problem is to identify the most preferred possible composite service(s) among those
that satisfy the given requirements.
Many Web service composition frameworks have been proposed in the past decade as the po-
tential for using Web service composition for rapid development of new Web-based applications
has been recognized. All service composition frameworks are designed to produce composite
services that satisfy their stakeholders’ functional requirements. Some also account for low-
level behavioral constraints or non-functional properties, but very few integrate all three of
these aspects in a unified way. We are especially interested in service composition frameworks
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that apply formal methods to guarantee satisfaction of functional requirements or provision of
non-functional properties (or both). These methods, many of which are surveyed in [86], can
formally guarantee the correctness of the composite services in terms of their required function-
alities. Many of these composition frameworks share a similar basic structure for characterizing
and solving the Web service composition problem:
1. Transform each service’s specification into a formal model.
2. Translate each functional requirement into a formally specified property.
3. Provide an algorithm for choosing and composing services such that the formal model of
the resulting composition satisfies the required properties.
Differences between service composition frameworks are based on the differences in the
semantics assigned by each framework to the given descriptions of Web services and properties.
In the Roman model used by Berardi et al. [16] and the MoSCoE framework developed by
Pathak et al. [68], both the available component services and the desired functionality of the
composition are represented semantically as labeled transition systems (LTS). Hamadi and
Benatallah [33] model services as Petri nets. Pistore et al. [70], in contrast, model Web service
composition as a constraint satisfaction problem, allowing them to take advantage of existing
work toward efficient solutions to such problems. Lin et al. [46] treat Web service composition
as a planning problem, using description logic [7] to express the desired functionality.
However, each of these approaches to the service composition problem specifies one type
of semantics that must be used to interpret the descriptions of the available component ser-
vices and the desired functionality of the composition. In [59], we introduced a new “meta-
framework” for service composition that supports the use of multiple formal semantics, i.e.,
more than one specification language, to specify and verify functional requirements for a com-
posite service. This meta-framework, which forms part of the theoretical foundation of the
component-based system development framework described in this dissertation, is presented in
greater detail in Chapter 4.
Several existing approaches to the Web service composition problem are similar to our meta-
framework in some respects. Both [46] and [90] handle Web service composition by decomposing
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a task into individual subtasks and then choosing services that can perform each subtask, as
we do in our approach. However, [46] and [90] assume the existence of ontologies that define
the semantics of the problem to solve and the properties to satisfy, and they further assume
that properties are specified using some form of description logic.
In [53], the “type-aware” Web service composition problem, where the functionality specified
by a goal service must be provided and a set of type-correctness constraints must be satisfied,
is reduced by Nam et al. to an instance of the Boolean satisfiability problem (commonly known
as the SAT problem for short) by taking advantage of a type hierarchy that is included in
the problem definition. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only existing approach other
than our “meta-framework” in [59] that directly reduces a type of Web service composition to
Boolean satisfiability. Unfortunately, the framework in [53] considers only properties that can
be expressed as inputs or outputs of the goal service, and it forms compositions based only on
compatibility between services. In contrast, our meta-framework relies on the decomposition of
the given property specification to generate a solution. It requires neither a type hierarchy nor
ontologies to produce a solution, and it supports composition and verification using different
formalisms, including description logics and goal services.
In [87], ter Beek et al. focus on verification of functional requirements in a scenario similar
to our example in Chapter 4. The service-oriented architecture in [87] is modeled as a set of
state machines, which are illustrated as UML-like diagrams. Temporal constraints representing
functional requirements and behavioral constraints are specified in the temporal logic UCTL
(an extension of CTL) and verified over the diagrams using an on-the-fly model checking tool.
Though [87] does not consider non-functional properties, it shows that model checking for
requirement verification is feasible in an industrial-scale application of service composition.
However, the service composition frameworks discussed so far in this section do not allow
for consideration of stakeholders’ preferences over non-functional (or other optional) proper-
ties during the process of selecting components for the composition. Other researchers in the
service-oriented computing community have developed methods for identifying compositions
whose non-functional properties are optimal with respect to a set of user preferences. Some
of these methods are described in [3, 72, 74, 92]. The composition method presented in [92]
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is representative of many techniques that consider both functional and non-functional proper-
ties. In [92], the entire problem is modeled as an integer linear programming problem, where
simple syntactic matching of inputs and outputs is applied to form the composite service and
quantitative valuations are used to model preferences over NFPs.
Two other methods for service composition that provide robust support for both func-
tional and non-functional properties are the LOEM method [72] and the method of Alrifai
and Risse [3]. The LOEM method works by identifying services for individual subtasks, ap-
plying local selection to identify several services for each subtask that are likely to produce
a preferred composition, enumerating all possible compositions that can be created from the
services identified for each subtask, and then choosing the best composition using mixed inte-
ger programming (MIP). The method presented by Alrifai and Risse in [3] decomposes global
non-functional constraints into local constraints and then applies MIP to determine the opti-
mal composition to solve the given problem. Unfortunately, both [3] and [72] deal specifically
with quality-of-service (QoS) properties, leaving other types of optional traits unsupported. In
addition, although [72] discretizes services’ QoS property valuations into a finite number of
ranges, the methods given in [3] and [72] are restricted to using only quantitative valuations
for non-functional properties, since compositions are selected by maximizing a utility function.
However, this problem is known to be NP-hard for non-functional properties with quantita-
tive valuations [3]. Composition methods that consider non-functional properties also tend to
lack the flexibility that our meta-framework from [59] provides in allowing the use of different
formalisms to specify requirements and appropriate composition techniques.
In contrast, Santhanam et al. [74] use qualitative valuations to select services to compose
based on a set of preferences among NFPs expressed by the stakeholders in a different language
for qualitative preferences, namely tradeoff-enhanced conditional preference networks (TCP-
nets) [14]. This approach informed our extension of our previous “meta-framework” [59] to
handle global qualitative preferences over non-functional properties [62]. After decomposing
the functional requirements for a composition as in [59], our method in [62] then applies NFP
preferences to perform local selection of preferred component services. The result is a ser-
vice composition framework that will always identify a composition which satisfies functional
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requirements and is at least as preferred as any other composition that satisfies the same func-
tional requirements, as long as all component services being considered are compatible with
each other. The strategy presented in Chapter 5 of this work for handling NFP preferences is
inspired in part by [62] and [74].
A service composition method that specifically focuses on verifying that a composition
provides a given set of NFPs is the method of Sun et al. in [82]. Unlike our meta-framework
in [62], the method in [82] does not attempt to satisfy preferences over various NFPs that
the system might provide, nor does it select services to participate in candidate compositions
according to the NFPs that they do or do not provide. This method applies an existing service
search and composition technique to identify the space of possible service compositions that
fully satisfy the given functional requirement for the system. Although the example in [82]
uses a composition algorithm from [66], any technique that produces a finite-state automaton
for each composition could potentially be used in this context, as in our meta-framework.
Each required NFP is then modeled as a finite-state automaton, after which the synchronous
product of the automata representing all NFPs to be verified is computed. Sun et al. show
that a given service composition provides a certain non-functional property (or composition of
properties) if and only if the automaton for the composite service simulates the automaton for
the property [82]. This verification method for NFPs can be freely applied both within the
context of our meta-framework as described in [59, 62] and as part of the component-based
system development framework presented here.
The vast majority of service composition frameworks that handle non-functional properties
suffer from one or more serious drawbacks that limit their applicability, such as the following:
• They frequently treat all functional requirements as mandatory, choosing between sev-
eral versions of the same low-level functionality instead of considering diverse low-level
implementations of the same high-level functionality.
• They typically do not focus on verifying low-level behavioral constraints.
• They often consider only NFPs that affect the “quality of service” of the composition but
ignore other important NFPs, especially those that are not easily quantified.
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• They typically require that the names and/or structures of a service’s accepted inputs
and available outputs must exactly match those of other services.
One existing service composition framework that successfully integrates verification of stake-
holders’ functional requirements, low-level behavioral constraints, and non-functional properties
is the TQoS algorithm [31]. TQoS considers both transactional and QoS properties when com-
posing services, selecting services that have locally optimal QoS for each part of the desired
functionality. Additionally, TQoS guarantees by construction that any composite services it
produces satisfy a standard set of transactional constraints. The VeriComp service composi-
tion framework, introduced in [58] and used as a running example in Chapter 6 of this work,
is another framework that was developed specifically to unify verification of these three types
of composite service traits.
2.1.2 Software Product Lines
Software product lines [91] are families of software systems that are designed to take advan-
tage of their common aspects and predicted variabilities. Systems that are part of a software
product line share common assumptions and often share common code in their implementation
but differ from each other in significant ways. For example, different software products in a
product line may provide different sets of features, varying levels of service, or compatibility
with different hardware systems. Developing software systems as a single product line can
produce systems that are more reliable and better customized than systems that are devel-
oped from the ground up, while saving effort that might otherwise go into reimplementing
components or features that were developed for a closely related software system.
The concept of a software product line has a relatively long history, which can be traced
back to David Parnas’s concept of “program families” [64]. Parnas defined a program family
as a set of programs that have sufficiently many properties in common that it is best to first
examine the shared properties of all programs in the set before studying the specific properties
of individual programs. Programs in a program family have a common “ancestor”, which
represents the programs’ shared properties. It follows that a new member of the program family
can be developed by starting from the design decisions (and perhaps the code) contained in the
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ancestor program, then completing the new program with additional decisions for the specific
environment where it will be applied.
Software product lines can be developed using a process called scope, commonality, and
variability (SCV) analysis [23]. This process determines the product line’s commonalities,
which are the characteristics (e.g., basic features, components, or design decisions) that are
shared among the entire set of systems in the product line, along with its variabilities, which
are assumptions that are not true of all systems in the product line or other aspects that vary
among different members of the product line. Each variability can take a certain range of
values; a software product can be generated, sometimes automatically or semi-automatically,
by specifying a particular set of values for the variabilities and taking advantage of previously
implemented commonalities. The Family-Oriented Abstraction, Specification, and Translation
(FAST) approach to developing software product lines [30], which makes use of SCV analysis,
is one approach that has been successfully adopted for product line development in industry [6].
Having a well-defined specification for the scope, commonalities, and variabilities of a soft-
ware product line makes it possible to create and deliver versions of standard systems that
are customized for specific stakeholders’ needs. This could be accomplished in some cases
by selecting additional components to couple with the base system, where the selection of
components is guided by stakeholders’ preferences over the variabilities of the system. Many
researchers in the software product line engineering community have proposed techniques for
such preference-based customization within a software product line. There has also been an
effort in the software product line research community to automate verification of requirements
among the many software systems that belong to a given product line.
As in the Web service composition setting, a number of formal specification and verification
languages have been applied to address these problems. Mannion [49] uses a hierarchical lattice
of requirements that are specified in first-order propositional logic to verify a product line model
or particular software systems created from that model. Batory [8] employs a formal grammar
to translate details of product-line features that are specified within a feature diagram [36] into
propositional-logic statements, then applies a Boolean satisfiability (SAT) solver to determine
whether the selected features are compatible with one another. To assist in this process,
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Schobbens et al. [79] provide a unified formal semantics for seven types of feature diagrams.
The relationship between various types of feature diagrams and propositional-logic statements
is examined in greater detail by Czarnecki and Wasowski in [25], and the feasibility of this
approach is explored by Mendonc¸a et al. in [51] and more recently by Apel et al. in [5].
However, existing approaches for product-line verification tend to share many of the same
drawbacks as approaches for verification of Web service compositions. In particular, most
current applications of model checking for product line verification are restricted to verifying
the satisfiability of propositional logic statements, although Cordy et al. [24] have proposed
an approach that can handle numeric-valued features as well as features that appear multiple
times in the same software product. There is therefore a need for a product line verification
framework that can verify requirements specified in diverse formal languages, similar to our
service composition meta-framework in [59, 62].
2.2 Goal-Oriented Requirements Engineering
Although the discipline of requirements engineering (RE) is wide-ranging and difficult to
summarize in a single sentence, van Lamsweerde [89] broadly defines requirements engineer-
ing as “a coordinated set of activities for exploring, evaluating, documenting, consolidating,
revising and adapting the objectives, capabilities, qualities, constraints and assumptions that
the system-to-be should meet based on problems raised by the system-as-is and opportunities
provided by new technologies.” The practice of requirements engineering tries to avoid the
problem of developing “the wrong system”, i.e., a system that does not fulfill the needs of those
who are involved with building, maintaining, owning, or using it. A stakeholder in the system
is defined by van Lamsweerde [89] as “a group or individual affected by the system-to-be, who
may influence the way this system is shaped and has some responsibility in its acceptance.”
If a system does not satisfy the needs and desires of its stakeholders, large amounts of time
and money may be wasted in either reconfiguring the delivered system or, in the worst case,
discarding the new system completely and returning to the previous state of affairs.
Goal-oriented requirements engineering (GORE) [26, 88, 93] is a requirements engineering
methodology in which requirements for a system are defined in terms of goals or objectives
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specified by the system’s stakeholders. The basic infrastructure of the GORE methodology as
applied in our research is a goal model, which is a formal model based on an AND-OR graph
that encodes the relationships that exist among a set of (required) goals GR and a set of tasks
GT ; a goal model may also incorporate a set of optional goals GO. A (required) goal describes
a condition, outcome, or state of the world that must be achieved [93], while a task indicates a
certain activity that an actor performs to fulfill or realize a required goal in full or in part [44];
in other words, each task realizes or operationalizes a goal.
Within the AND-OR graph at the core of the goal model, the goal located at the root
node of the graph (called the root goal) corresponds to the overall required functionality of
the system, while goals at intermediate levels of the graph (internal nodes) express portions of
the system’s functionality or alternatives for providing that functionality.1 Each goal may be
refined into one or more subgoals through either AND-decomposition, where a goal is divided
into subgoals that must all be satisfied in order to fulfill the original goal, or OR-decomposition,
where each subgoal indicates an alternative way to fully satisfy the original goal. Because tasks
specify (in full or in part) how particular goals will be fulfilled, they form the leaf nodes of
the goal model, where each task’s parent is the goal that it contributes to realizing. A correct
design in this context is a set of tasks that, when taken together, are sufficient to fully satisfy
the root goal.
Optional goals represent conditions that are desirable but are not vital to the system’s
correctness [44], such as non-functional properties. Optional goals need not be organized in a
unifying structure (though this is possible), but they are connected to the goal tree by contri-
bution links. Each link is labeled with MAKE (++) if the required goal supports (contributes
positively to) the optional goal or BREAK (--) if the required goal denies (contributes neg-
atively to) the optional goal. An optional goal in our model is satisfied if and only if it has
(a) no incoming BREAK links from any satisfied required goal and (b) at least one incoming
MAKE link from any satisfied required goal.
1For clarity of explanation, all example goal models used in this chapter and throughout the dissertation form
trees. Our techniques can be easily extended to work with any goal model that forms a directed acyclic graph
(DAG). In a goal model that is not a single tree, multiple “root” nodes may exist; each root node represents the
overall requirement for a different system, so only one root node is ever considered at a time.
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A GORE goal model can be represented graphically for easier comprehension by both
requirements engineers and system stakeholders. Figure 2.1 shows a graphical representation
of a goal model, which is slightly modified from [80], that describes the hierarchy of required
goals, tasks, and optional goals for the public transportation system in the Trentino region
of Italy. Unshaded ovals indicate (required) goals, hexagons indicate tasks, and shaded ovals
indicate optional goals. Additionally, each goal node is annotated with AND or OR, which
denotes the way in which the goal is decomposed into subgoals. For instance, the root goal
Supply Public Transport Service, which represents the required overall functionality of the
system, is AND-decomposed into four subgoals. Each of the subgoals must be completely
fulfilled in order to realize the root goal. In turn, this implies that the root goal is satisfied if
and only if a set of tasks (leaf nodes, which are drawn as hexagons in Figure 2.1) are selected
from the goal model and implemented so that the combination of tasks is sufficient to satisfy the
AND-OR decomposition of the root goal. We have not considered a similar AND-OR structure
for the optional goals in order to simplify our explanation; however, there is no constraint that
prevents such decomposition of optional goals. Any contributions of required goals or tasks
to optional goals are denoted by dotted edges. For instance, the task Evaluate Alternative
Resources positively contributes to the optional goal Minimize Cost Per User, while the goal
Invest in the Service positively contributes to the optional goal Satisfy Users but negatively
contributes to the optional goals Minimize Cost Per User and Increase Profits.
It should be noted that other interesting and useful concepts can be incorporated into goal
models, e.g., softgoals (which cannot be simply “satisfied” or “unsatisfied” in the usual Boolean
sense [93]), temporal ordering of tasks, and labeled contribution links indicating the degree by
which a softgoal or optional goal is supported or denied by a goal or task (partial satisfaction
semantics). Although we have not considered these additional concepts at this point, our
techniques for preference specification and analysis are complementary to these concepts and
can be directly combined with them in the future. Our plans to add support for these concepts
to our system development framework will be discussed in Section 7.2.
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2.3 Preference Reasoning
2.3.1 Quantitative Methods
While any preference reasoning or multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) method can be
used to optimize the selection of traits to be satisfied by a component-based system, some types
of methods are better suited for this purpose than others. The vast majority of component-
based system development frameworks use quantitative methods, such as utility theory [37] or
the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [73], to represent and reason with preferences. These
methods rely on stakeholders providing exact valuations to indicate the relative preference of the
possible values for each trait and/or the relative importance of the traits under consideration.
The preference valuations are then used to formulate a numerical optimization problem, which is
then solved using integer linear programming or some other well-understood algorithm. Ideally,
this process should establish a correct total order over possible system designs.
Quantitative preference reasoning methods have proven useful in a number of decision-
making settings in industry, such as the applications described in [40, 73]. These methods are
particularly useful in situations where easily quantifiable traits (e.g., cost, capacity, utilization)
are being considered and where it is natural to specify preferences between pairs of individual
traits (as opposed to preferences among larger sets of traits). However, when designing a
component-based system, one cannot assume that the system’s traits are easily quantifiable nor
that all preferences are pairwise between individual traits. As a result, quantitative methods
have several notable drawbacks in this setting:
1. It is easy for a stakeholder to know with certainty that one trait A is more important
than another trait B. It is much more difficult for a stakeholder to be certain about how
much more important A is than B, and in fact stakeholders often do not consciously know
this information [27]. The use of quantitative preference valuations requires stakeholders
to make the latter type of assertion, directly or indirectly specifying numeric weights
that reflect the relative importance of the various traits. Given that the meaning of
“importance” is neither uniform across all preference reasoning methods nor well-defined
in most methods [18, 78], it is entirely possible that the given preference weights will fail
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to reflect the stakeholders’ true views on the relative importance of the criteria being
considered.
2. Many multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) frameworks, including the popular Ana-
lytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [73], require stakeholders to specify pairwise preferences
for all pairs of traits under consideration. This work can be time-consuming if many
traits are being considered, and it may seem to be entirely unnecessary drudgery from
the stakeholders’ perspective [27]. To save time, important traits may be omitted, arbi-
trary preference valuations may be assigned for pairs that are considered less important,
or other shortcuts may be taken, compromising the reliability of the decision-making
method’s results [13]. Some recently developed quantitative methods, such as Condi-
tional S-AHP [57], do address this particular shortcoming.
3. Stakeholders may not have meaningful preferences between some pairs or sets of traits.
Instead of representing indifference (i.e., lack of preference) between traits, quantitatively-
valued MCDM methods may consider these traits to be equally preferred. Because these
decision-making methods may consider such weak or nonexistent preferences to be just
as important as stronger preferences, the preference model may not accurately reflect the
stakeholders’ true preferences (or lack thereof); this may distort the results in unexpected
ways [18].
4. Because almost all MCDM methods define a total order over the set of options, they may
report that a given decision is clearly the most preferred when, in reality, several other
possible decisions may be “approximately” equally preferred (or even more preferred) to
the chosen decision [13].
Such sources of hidden error can give stakeholders a false sense of precision about the results
that these methods return. The single “most preferred” system design identified by one of these
methods can obscure alternative system designs that might provide a more acceptable solution
to the system design problem. On the other hand, the use of arbitrary or poorly-quantified
preference valuations and the omission of important traits may significantly reduce stakeholders’
confidence in the eventual results. Consequently, although quantitative methods are useful for
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naturally quantifiable preferences (e.g., costs), using such methods for other types of preferences
may produce inaccurate or misleading results if proper care is not taken [13, 18, 27].
2.3.2 Qualitative Methods
To avoid the drawbacks associated with using quantitative preference reasoning methods
for component-based system development, our research focuses on reasoning with qualitative
preference valuations (or simply qualitative preferences) to optimize the selection of traits to
be satisfied by a component-based system. Qualitative preference reasoning techniques identify
different levels of preferences between traits or sets of traits, rather than absolute preference
values as used by many quantitative techniques. Many qualitative techniques can also model
a lack of preference (i.e., indifference) between traits. The primary benefit of using qualitative
instead of quantitative preference valuations for reasoning with system stakeholders’ preferences
is that the uncertainty inherent in these statements can be incorporated into the semantics of
the preference model. Qualitative MCDM techniques generally define a partial order over the
set of available design options, indicating when there is no clear preference between two or
more possible system designs.
One qualitative preference language that is useful in many applications is conditional prefer-
ence networks (CP-nets) [11]. CP-nets compactly represent preferences among several options
by using the fact that a stakeholder’s preference regarding one attribute is often entirely or con-
ditionally independent from the stakeholder’s preference regarding other attributes. A CP-net
consists of a directed graph over a set of (qualitative) preference variables, where each variable
is represented by a node in the graph and each edge from a node representing a variable A to a
node representing a variable B indicates that preferences regarding variable B are dependent
(i.e., conditioned) on the value of variable A. Every node in the CP-net graph is annotated
with a conditional preference table, which specifies preferences over the values of that node’s
variable given each possible combination of values for the parent nodes’ variables.
The full set of preferences implied by the CP-net are expressed in an induced preference
graph, whose nodes are all possible combinations of valuations of all preference variables being
considered. The preference graph induced by a CP-net contains an edge from node C to node
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D if and only if the combination of preference valuations C is preferred to the combination D
according to the CP-net. Tradeoff-enhanced conditional preference networks (TCP-nets) [14]
extend the CP-net formalism by allowing stakeholders to specify the relative importance of the
various attributes in the preference model. The resulting tradeoffs between preference variables
are then incorporated into the preference reasoning algorithm in a consistent way.
Both CP-nets and TCP-nets rely on a ceteris paribus (all else being equal) semantics, which
assumes that any given preference statement holds true all else being equal. In other words, any
preference over the possible values of one trait is considered to be independent of all preferences
over any other trait’s possible values unless explicitly specified otherwise. This ceteris paribus
semantics greatly reduces the size of the preference space to be considered while it limits the
amount of information that stakeholders must provide about their preferences, helping combat
some of the drawbacks of quantitative preference valuations given previously.
Although CP-nets and TCP-nets offer a great deal of flexibility in terms of the preferences
they can model, both languages are restricted to modeling preferences between single properties.
For example, the preference “given low cost but not high security, I prefer high availability to the
combination of strong access control and rapid updates” cannot be expressed in a CP-net nor
a TCP-net. Conditional importance networks (CI-nets) [12] allow such set-based preferences
to be specified in an intuitive way. A CI-net consists of preference statements of the form,
“if the propositions in set S+ are true and those in set S− are false, then it is preferred
to have the set of propositions SA be true instead of those in set SB, all else being equal
[ceteris paribus].” By default, having more true propositions is preferred to having fewer true
propositions, all else being equal (though this preference may be reversed if appropriate for the
scenario); however, specific preference statements may override this default preference. As in
[T]CP-nets, the preference statements in a CI-net together with the default preference form an
induced preference graph that indicates preferences between sets of propositions. The syntax
and semantics of CI-nets are explained in greater detail in Section 5.2.
CI-nets have played an important role in our research. In [60, 61], we used CI-nets to repre-
sent preferences over optional goals in goal models for software systems, while our VeriComp
Web service composition framework [58] modeled preferences over quality-of-service traits and
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other non-functional properties of composite services. CI-nets are not only useful for developing
compositional systems, though. In [63], we modeled a client’s preferences regarding the relative
sensitivity of various sets of authentication credentials using a CI-net as part of an algorithm
for minimizing the sensitivity of credentials to be disclosed in order to access an online service.
All of these methods relied heavily on techniques for using model checking to verify the consis-
tency of the given preferences and construct a partial order over the set of possible outcomes
(sets of trait valuations), which were developed by Santhanam et al. in [75, 76, 77].
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CHAPTER 3. COMPONENT-BASED SYSTEMS: DEFINITIONS AND
CORE CONCEPTS
In our work, a component-based system is defined as a collection of individual entities that
are linked or composed together in order to satisfy a requirement specified by the system’s
stakeholders. Each entity has a set of traits or properties that it possesses or satisfies. Some of
these traits are classified as required traits, which form part of the requirement for the system;
in fact, the overall system requirement is expressed in our work as a Boolean combination of
these required traits. Other traits, classified as optional traits, may not contribute toward the
system requirement but may make the resulting system more desirable to the stakeholders.
When developing a component-based system, entities may be chosen to be components of
the system if they contribute toward satisfying part or all of the system requirement. If there
exist many available entities that can make similar contributions to satisfying the requirement,
preferences between various sets of traits that may be satisfied by the entities are used to
determine which entity to include as a component of the system. Our overall objective in
this work is to identify, create, and verify a component-based system that provides both (1) a
sufficient set of required traits so that the given requirement is fully satisfied and (2) a set of
optional traits that is at least as preferred by the stakeholders as any other system that satisfies
the same requirement. In this chapter, we formally define and informally describe each of these
core concepts of our component-based system development framework.
3.1 Entities, Components, and Systems
An entity is a possible component of the system. Let E denote the set of all entities under
consideration while developing a given component-based system. A component of the system
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is simply an entity in E that has been selected for inclusion in the system. The set of entities
considered for participation in the system depends on the problem domain being addressed. We
assume that either (1) the entities in E are known before beginning the system development
process or (2) there exists a way to quickly (perhaps automatically) discover the set of available
entities during the development process.
A system (more specifically, a component-based system) S is a composition of components
that have been selected from the available set of entities E. Let f be a problem-specific
composition function, which defines the method(s) by which entities may be composed to
become components of a system. Given such a function f and a set of components C chosen
from the set of available entities (C ⊆ E), we formally define a system as S = f(C).
3.2 Traits
We define a trait or property to be a triple ψ = 〈ϕ, F,M〉, where ϕ is the specification of
the trait (property), F is the formal language or other method used to specify ϕ, and M is an
automated or manual verification method that decides in a correct (i.e., sound and complete)
manner whether a given system S satisfies the property ϕ as specified using F (in notation,
S |=F ϕ). In other words, F defines the semantics used to determine whether ϕ is satisfied
by a given entity or system, while M is a decision procedure that correctly verifies whether a
given system (i.e., composition of one or more components) satisfies the trait as specified using
the semantics given by F . Given a correct M , we say that a system S provides or satisfies a
trait ψ = 〈ϕ, F,M〉 if and only if M decides that S |=F ϕ; for simplicity, we write S |= ψ to
mean S |=F ϕ.
Each trait under consideration is a concrete expression of an abstract property that a sys-
tem may possess or provide. This broad definition allows any possible property of a system or
component, whether optional or mandatory, to be modeled as a trait within our framework.
A task that must be performed to help accomplish the system objective (as in goal-oriented
requirements engineering [88, 93]) can be modeled as a trait, and a required low-level behavior
such as an expected input/output sequence can also be modeled as a trait. Similarly, a sys-
temwide high-level requirement to ensure that a certain minimum number of users can use a
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system simultaneously is considered a trait, and a requirement that a system’s access control
component must encrypt all login names and passwords is also considered a trait. If various
encryption algorithms are being considered, each algorithm can be treated as a separate trait;
stakeholders can then specify preferences over the available encryption algorithm traits (as
described in Section 3.4).
While each abstract trait always remains the same, the formalism F used to concretely
specify each trait may change in order to more accurately represent the intent of the stakehold-
ers. For example, the system designers may determine in consulting with stakeholders that a
low-level temporal property that was previously specified in Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [71]
would better express the stakeholders’ true meaning if it were specified as a Computation Tree
Logic (CTL) [21] statement instead, because of the differences between the semantics of LTL
and CTL. Further, the method M used to verify a given property may be freely replaced with
any other method that correctly verifies the same property.
Let Ψ denote the set of all traits under consideration as part of a given system development
problem. This set of traits will vary for each problem domain where this solution framework
is applied. As we will see in the next section, it is generally not necessary for a system to
provide all traits in Ψ in order to satisfy the overall system requirement and be acceptable to
its stakeholders. Any system can be expected to provide a (possibly empty) subset of all traits
under consideration in a given problem. We define the set of traits provided by a given system
S as ΨS = {ψ ∈ Ψ : S |= ψ}.
Note that the composition of any two components or systems S1 and S2 must not be
assumed to provide the same set of traits as the union of the individual components’ or systems’
traits: in notation, for any property ψ, S1 |= ψ ∧ S2 |= ψ 6⇒ f(S1, S2) |= ψ. This is because
interactions between the components of a system may generate unanticipated side effects that
prevent the system from satisfying ψ; conversely, such interactions may give rise to so-called
“emergent” properties of the system that are not provided by any of its single components [10].
In our view, it is reasonable to anticipate that a system will provide any properties that its
components provide, and in fact our “meta-framework” for identifying system designs that are
likely to satisfy a given requirement (presented in [59] and in Chapter 4) relies on this approach.
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However, in practice it is necessary to verify that the final system still provides the same traits
that its individual components satisfy. This requires verifying a system against its “verification
obligation” as defined in the next section.
3.3 System Requirement
Every system design problem involves an overall requirement that must be satisfied by the
system in order for it to be accepted by its stakeholders. The overall requirement for the system
is generally decomposed into sub-requirements, which each specify a part of the functionality
or a non-functional property (such as maximum cost or minimum quality of service) that the
system is required to provide. Some of these are high-level sub-requirements, which describe
functions or use cases that the system must provide, standards for non-functional properties
that the system must meet, or similar system properties. High-level sub-requirements must be
verified in most cases by reference to high-level descriptions of the system and its components or
through empirical observation of the completed system. Others are low-level sub-requirements,
which formally express temporal or other logical properties that the system or its components
will be required to possess. Low-level sub-requirements must be verified by applying an appro-
priate formal verification tool or technique to prove whether a low-level behavioral specification
of the component(s) or system satisfies the given sub-requirement.
In our model, the overall requirement for any component-based system can be decomposed
into a Boolean combination of sub-requirements along an AND-OR graph [54], where the overall
requirement and each sub-requirement form the nodes of the graph. Each higher-level “parent”
sub-requirement in the AND-OR graph may be further decomposed into lower-level “child” sub-
requirements using AND-decomposition or OR-decomposition; these decompositions define the
edges of the AND-OR graph. In AND-decomposition, the parent sub-requirement is satisfied if
and only if all of its child sub-requirements are satisfied, while in OR-decomposition, the parent
sub-requirement is satisfied if and only if one or more of its child sub-requirements are satisfied.
Sub-requirements that cannot be decomposed any further, whether high-level or low-level, are
represented as traits as described in the previous subsection; these form the leaf nodes of the
AND-OR graph. AND-OR decomposition of high-level system requirements is a standard part
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of the goal-oriented requirements engineering (GORE) methodology [88, 93]. However, one of
our contributions in this work is a novel technique for AND-OR decomposition and verification
of low-level requirements that must be verified using different verification techniques, which
was initially presented in [59] and is described further in Chapter 4.
Following the structure of the AND-OR graph, the overall system requirement R for any
system can be represented as a set of one or more sets of traits ri, where each set of traits
denotes an alternative sufficient set of sub-requirements that will fully satisfy the overall system
requirement. This overall requirement is satisfied if and only if every trait in any one of the sub-
requirement sets ri is satisfied by the proposed system. Observe that if each trait is considered
to be a Boolean (true/false) proposition, then the requirement R is defined as a disjunction of
conjunctions of propositions. Therefore, the requirement R can be viewed as an instance of the
Boolean satisfiability (SAT) problem.
Formally, the requirement for a system is a non-empty set of non-empty sets of traits R ⊆ 2Ψ,
such that a system S will be accepted by its stakeholders if and only if every trait in any set
of traits in R is satisfied by that system. (Note that if requirements R where R = ∅ or ∅ ∈ R
were allowed, such requirements would always be trivially satisfied.) In notation:
S |= R⇔ ∃ri ∈ R : ∀ψ ∈ ri : S |= ψ (3.1)
Observe that it is sufficient for a system to satisfy only one set of traits ri ∈ R, so different
systems may fulfill the requirement R using different sets of traits. The verification obligation
vo(S,R) indicates the sets of traits that the system S can be expected to satisfy in order to fulfill
the requirement R. Formally, vo(S,R) = {ri ∈ R : ri ⊆ ΨS}. Every trait in any one of the sets
of traits in vo(S,R) must be verified to ensure that the system S satisfies the requirement R as
defined in Equation 3.1. This verification obligation is useful because it indicates the minimum
level of verification required to ensure that the system S is acceptable to the stakeholders.
A correct system is a system that satisfies its overall requirement. Formally, a system
S is correct for the problem specified by requirement R if and only if S |= R as defined in
Equation 3.1. This requirement R must be expressible as a Boolean combination of traits (as
defined in Section 3.2), which may be obtained using AND-OR decomposition as described
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previously. We will describe in Chapter 6 how our component-based system design framework
identifies the verification obligation for every set of components that is likely to satisfy the
overall requirement (Section 6.3) using a technique based on satisfiability (SAT) solving. Once
an optimal (most preferred) set of components is selected, the components are composed and
the resulting system is verified against its verification obligation using the methods specified
for each trait in the obligation for that system (Section 6.5).
3.4 Preferences
The system stakeholders may express preferences over various traits of the system by defin-
ing a dominance relation : 2Ψ → 2Ψ as follows. For all non-empty sets of traits Ψ1,Ψ2 ∈ 2Ψ
such that Ψ1 ∩Ψ2 = ∅, Ψ1  Ψ2 if and only if any system with traits Ψ1 is preferred to (dom-
inates) any system with traits Ψ2, all else being equal (ceteris paribus). This formulation is
modeled on the example of [75]. The semantics of the dominance relation are problem-specific,
so any appropriate preference modeling language may be selected for the domain where this
system-development framework is being applied: for example, in Chapters 5 and 6, CI-nets [12]
are used to model qualitative preferences. However, we require that the relation  must define
a partial order over the set of all possible sets of traits, i.e., the powerset of all traits 2Ψ.
Note that no distinction is made between “required traits” and “optional traits” in this
definition: preferences may be specified over traits that contribute toward satisfying the system
requirement as well as traits that are completely optional. This allows stakeholders to indicate
that certain ways of satisfying the overall system requirement may be more preferred than
others. It may also avoid problems if a previously required trait must be reclassified as optional
or vice versa based on input from stakeholders.
The dominance relation over sets of traits  can be extended in an intuitive way to also
define a dominance relation : 2E → 2E over possible systems (i.e., sets of entities) in the
following way. Given any two sets of entities C1, C2 ⊆ E and two sets of traits Ψ1,Ψ2 ⊆ Ψ,
where C1 6= C2, Ψ1 6= Ψ2, C1 |= Ψ1, and C2 |= Ψ2, we define C1  C2 if and only if Ψ1  Ψ2 as
defined previously. Note that the same  notation is used for both of these dominance relations
to indicate the tight coupling between them.
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A system S is non-dominated if and only if there exists no other system S′ such that
S′  S, i.e., S′ dominates (is preferred to) S. A most preferred correct system, or equivalently
an optimal system, is a correct system that is also non-dominated with respect to the set of all
other correct systems. Note that there may exist multiple most preferred correct systems for a
given requirement and preference set, since this definition does not require that such a system
must be strictly preferred to (i.e., dominate) all other correct systems.
Although the definition of preferences given in this section is compatible with the use
of quantitative preference reasoning techniques, our overall objective in this work is to use
qualitative preference reasoning techniques to optimize the selection of correct systems in order
to identify the most preferred correct system(s) for solving a given problem. In Chapter 5, we
will apply qualitative preference reasoning based on a dominance relation as described here to
accomplish this objective.
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CHAPTER 4. SYSTEM MODELING, REALIZATION, AND
VERIFICATION USING MULTIPLE FORMAL METHODS
As explained in Section 2.1, most component-based system development frameworks expect
that the entities they will be composing will be relatively homogeneous, with all verifiable
requirements specified in the same formal language (if one is used). This is generally done
with a view toward a unified verification process, as all requirements can then be verified using
the same technique. If all functional requirements for the system can be correctly expressed
using the chosen formal language, then this is not a problem. For example, if we are only
concerned with properties that specify the outputs to be returned when certain inputs are
received, these properties can be expressed effectively using a description logic. Similarly, if
we are only concerned with specifying the system’s desired temporal behavior, these properties
can be expressed clearly with state machines or temporal logic.
On the other hand, if the desired functionality includes both types of properties, then
using only one formalism (description logic or temporal logic) will not be sufficient to fully
express the functionality. One way to avoid this problem might be to obtain a more general,
more powerful formalism, but this is not always possible. Furthermore, even when such a
formalism can be identified, we claim that verifying the required trait using that formalism
may be computationally expensive or intractable. For instance, while it is possible to combine
temporal logics with description logics, satisfiability in such “temporal description logics” may
be undecidable unless the expressiveness of the description logic or temporal logic is restricted
(see [48] for details).
In this chapter, we discuss the approach to realizing and verifying component-based systems
that we use in our framework for developing optimal component-based systems. This approach
was initially developed as our “meta-framework” for Web service composition in [59] and later
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refined and generalized to any system that is developed using goal-oriented requirements engi-
neering in [60] (and the related technical report [61]). The core assumption of this approach
is that given a set of specification formalisms (where “formalism” is broadly defined) and their
corresponding verification techniques, the overall functional requirement for the system is de-
composable into individual sub-requirements (traits) that can each be expressed in at least one
of these existing formalisms. The process is divided into the following steps:
1. Decompose the overall requirement for the system R into a Boolean combination of traits
ψ1  ψ2  · · ·  ψl, where  ∈ {∧,∨} and each property ψi can be fully expressed in
an existing formalism.
2. For each trait ψi, use existing search techniques to identify a collection of components
{wi1, wi2, . . . , wik} that claim to satisfy ψi. Some of these components may be composi-
tions of two or more smaller components.
3. Using these sets and the Boolean relationship between traits ψi, choose at least one set
of components such that their composition is likely to satisfy the overall requirement R.
At the same time, identify the specific traits against which this potential system must be
verified in order to guarantee that it satisfies R (its verification obligation).
4. Attempt to compose the selected components to realize the proposed system and verify
it against its verification obligation. Our work is independent of any particular compo-
sition operator, so any type of composition (e.g., parallel or sequential) may be used. If
successful, the problem has been solved.
In essence, we reduce the problem of finding component-based systems that are likely to
provide the desired functionality to identifying satisfiable assignments of an appropriate propo-
sitional logic formula (the SAT problem), which is generated by using the results obtained from
applying existing composition algorithms to the individual traits (ψis) that constitute R. As an
example, if R is decomposed into ψ1∧ψ2, if {w1, w2} and {w3, w4} are sets of components that
satisfy ψ1 and ψ2 respectively, and if any component that satisfies ψ1 can be combined with
any component that satisfies ψ2, then the solution involves computing a satisfiable assignment
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to the propositional logic formula (w1 ∨ w2) ∧ (w3 ∨ w4). The reduction is realized by using a
simple AND-OR tree [54] that captures both the dependencies between traits and the set of
services that satisfy each trait while preserving the separate semantics of different traits. Using
the AND-OR tree, our meta-framework indicates exactly which traits must be satisfied by a
given composition of components (step 3).
However, the reduction alone is not sufficient to guarantee the solution’s correctness. A
possible system (composition of components) must still be realized and verified against its
verification obligation to ensure that it does satisfy the requirement R (step 4). Suppose that
components w1 and w3 are incompatible with each other, and suppose further that w4 does
not satisfy ψ2 when composed with either w1 or w2, even though w4 satisfies ψ2 in isolation.
In this case, the only possible system that satisfies both ψ1 and ψ2 will be w2 ⊗ w3.
Because we are interested in which components are being composed (and whether their com-
position is feasible) but not how the components are being composed, we model the composition
process using a generic composition operator ⊗ that can represent any type of composition. For
specific compositions, this generic operator may be freely replaced by the specific composition
operator(s) under consideration (e.g., parallel or sequential). Our technique does not depend
on and is not restricted to any specific types of formalisms used to express traits; in fact, new
formalisms can be incorporated directly into our method.
Our approach was inspired by solution techniques such as those described in [4, 52, 94],
which also involve decomposing a given functional requirement into a set of sub-requirements.
However, these techniques are targeted toward component-based systems created from a library
of components which satisfy certain assumptions. For more general component-based system
development problems, particularly for Web service composition, two main factors work against
these older techniques. First, there is in general no a priori guarantee that any two components
can be composed unless they are specifically designed to work together, such as components
developed as part of a generic library. Second, even when unrelated components such as Web
services can be composed, the resulting composition may not have the same properties as its
individual components. For instance, if a high-security component is composed with a low-
security component, the additional security features of the high-security component may be
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compromised. An approach to component-based system development that relies on decompos-
ing the problem and then combining partial solutions must address both of these factors.
Note. We will use a scenario centered on creating and verifying a Web service compo-
sition, taken from our previous work in [59], as a running example throughout this chapter.
Much of the explanation given in this chapter is also based on [59]. Consequently, our meta-
framework for requirement modeling and verification will be explained here in terms of Web
service composition. Keep in mind that our meta-framework can easily be generalized to any
type of component-based system, as we will see in Chapters 5 and 6.
4.1 Example: Medical Records Management
Consider a proposed medical record management system to be implemented using Web
services. The primary purpose of the system is to provide remote access to a centralized store
of medical records. In addition, a variety of security, privacy, and other regulatory requirements
form an integral part of the functional requirement for the system. We will focus in this chapter
on one specific high-level privacy requirement for this system:
The system shall provide an appropriate level of access to a patient’s medical record
only to that patient or to persons who are directly involved in that patient’s care.
This requirement is too general to immediately formalize in a meaningful way, so it is decom-
posed into the following two sub-requirements:
1. The system shall ensure that medical information is electronically exchanged between
trusted hosts via secure communication.
2. The system shall provide an appropriate level of access to each patient’s medical record
to each authorized person based on that person’s role in that patient’s care.
Suppose each sub-requirement is further decomposed into a set of atomic properties (i.e., prop-
erties that cannot be decomposed further), such as the seven properties listed in Table 4.1.
A (non-empty) subset of these atomic properties must be satisfied in order for each sub-
requirement to be satisfied. Specifically, sub-requirement 1 is satisfied only if properties ψ1, ψ2,
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Table 4.1 List of properties that contribute to satisfying privacy requirement
Property Meaning
ψ1 When a message is received from IP address i, a reply message shall be
sent to i eventually.
ψ2 The system shall periodically request each user’s IP address to verify that
it has not changed from its previous value, and terminate if it has.
ψ3 All communications between system components shall be encrypted.
ψ4 A patient may view, but not edit, his or her own medical information.
ψ5 A doctor may view and edit medical information of his or her own patients.
ψ6 A patient or doctor can access medical information from outside the
hospital via automated telephone service.
ψ7 A patient or doctor can access medical information from outside the
hospital via online Web access.
and ψ3 are all satisfied; on the other hand, sub-requirement 2 is fulfilled only if properties ψ4
and ψ5 are satisfied, plus at least one of ψ6 or ψ7 is satisfied. The overall functional requirement
of the medical record management service can be viewed as:
sub-requirement 1︷ ︸︸ ︷
(ψ1 ∧ ψ2 ∧ ψ3) ∧
sub-requirement 2︷ ︸︸ ︷
(ψ4 ∧ ψ5 ∧ (ψ6 ∨ ψ7))
The traits ψi in this example can be naturally expressed in specific formalisms. For instance,
ψ1 and ψ2 can be specified using a temporal logic such as CTL [21], ψ3 can be specified using
WS-SecurityPolicy [56] assertions, and ψ4, ψ5, ψ6, and ψ7 can be specified using a description
logic [7]. Furthermore, it is generally difficult, if not impossible, to unify all property expres-
sions in one formalism without loss of information or without making each property statement
prohibitively complex.
We address this problem by providing a meta-framework that can encode the decomposition
of the top-level requirement into a Boolean combination of sub-requirements or traits expressed
in different formalisms (e.g., ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψ7 as in Table 4.1). We use this meta-framework to
identify sets of components that are likely to satisfy the overall requirement when composed
by effectively combining the results provided by existing composition methods for each of the
sub-requirements.
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4.2 Problem Decomposition and Modeling
The service composition problem considers a user-specified functional requirement R that
must be satisfied by composing one or more existing services available in a given service reposi-
tory E. It is clear that this problem is an instance of the more general component-based system
development problem. We claim that R can be decomposed into a set of individual properties
or traits {ψ1, . . . , ψn}, such that (1) the Boolean combination of ψis is equivalent to R and (2)
no single trait ψi can be further decomposed into multiple sub-traits. This forms the central
theme of our meta-framework.
We begin by defining the notion of an atomic property in our context and then define the
notion of decomposing a property into one or more atomic properties.
Definition 1 (Atomic Property) A specification of an atomic property is a tuple ψ .=
〈ϕ, F 〉, where ϕ is an expression that is interpreted according to a formalism F .
For instance,
ψ1 = 〈ϕ1, F1〉 = 〈AF sendAck,CTL〉
ψ2 = 〈ϕ2, F2〉 = 〈∀caredBy(patient, X).accessDataOf(X, patient),ALC〉
(4.1)
are examples of atomic property tuples. AF sendAck (always, eventually perform the sendAck
operation) is a property expressed in the temporal logic formalism CTL (Computation Tree
Logic [21]). Similarly, the second atomic property states that all patient caregivers have access
to the medical records of the patients assigned to them; this property is expressed in the
description logic ALC [7].
Observe that Definition 1 is nearly identical to the definition of a trait as given in Section 3.2,
but without the verification method M . For simplicity, we omit any mention of a selected
verification method Mi for a given atomic property ψi when we write atomic property tuples
in this chapter.
Definition 2 (Composite Property) A composite property θ is a Boolean composition of
atomic properties, i.e., θ .= ψ1  ψ2  · · ·  ψn where ∀i ∈ [1, n] : ψi is an atomic property and
 ∈ {∧,∨}.
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For instance, using Equation 4.1, 〈ϕ1, F1〉 ∧ 〈ϕ2, F2〉 is a Boolean decomposition of a com-
posite property that expresses requirements in two different formalisms: temporal logic and
description logic.
The decomposition of a composite property can be represented using a structure known
as an AND-OR tree [54], where the root node of the tree represents the complete functional
property specification under consideration and each leaf node represents an atomic property.
AND-OR trees are similar to goal graphs or goal models, which are used in the goal-oriented
requirements engineering (GORE) methodology described in Section 2.2 to model, decompose,
and reason about the satisfiability of goals for software systems; this connection will be explored
further in the running example in Chapter 5. AND-OR trees are also similar to feature diagrams,
which are used in software product line engineering to illustrate commonalities and variabilities
between multiple products in a product line [79].
We now formally define the AND-OR tree in our context.
Definition 3 (AND-OR Tree) An AND-OR tree of a composite property θ is denoted by
T θ .= (Q, q0, Q`,∆, L), where Q is the set of nodes, q0 ∈ Q is the root node, Q` ⊆ Q is the set
of leaf nodes, ∆ : Q→ ({∧,∨} × P(Q)) is a transition function such that
∆(q) =

∅ if q ∈ Q`
{op,next(q)} otherwise, where next(q) ∈ P(Q) and |next(q)| = 2
and L : Q→ sf (θ) is a labeling function where
L(q) =

〈ϕ, F 〉 if q ∈ Q`
L(q1) op L(q2) otherwise, where next(q) = {q1, q2} and ∆(q) = {op,next(q)}
In the above, op ∈ {∧,∨} and sf (θ), which denotes the set of subformulas of θ, is defined as:
sf (θ) =

{θ} if θ .= 〈ϕ, F 〉
sf (θ1) ∪ sf (θ2) ∪ {θ1, θ2, θ1 op θ2} if θ .= θ1 op θ2
Example. Figure 4.1 illustrates one possible realization of the AND-OR tree T R, where R
denotes the overall property of the medical record service discussed in Section 4.1. The decom-
position of R is performed according to Table 4.1. Note that there are multiple configurations
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Figure 4.1 AND-OR tree showing decomposition of requirements in Table 4.1
of T R that can be realized from the Boolean decomposition based on the order in which the
atomic properties are considered.
4.3 Identification of Promising Component Sets
Given an AND-OR tree representation of the desired overall requirement R, we now show
that much (but not all) of the Web service composition problem can be reduced to the AND-OR
tree satisfiability problem, which is related to the Boolean satisfiability (SAT) problem. This
involves the following steps:
1. Reuse of existing composition techniques: For each leaf-level property (atomic property)
〈ϕi, Fi〉 in the AND-OR tree T R, identify the set of services that satisfy 〈ϕi, Fi〉.
2. Feasibility of candidate composite services: Using the above set, identify and realize fea-
sible service compositions, i.e., those that may satisfy the overall requirement R.
3. Verifiability of feasible composite services: From the set of feasible service compositions,
identify those whose behavior does satisfy the requirement R.
Note that the final step goes beyond the reduction to AND-OR tree satisfiability, since this
reduction alone is not sufficient to ensure that interactions between component services do not
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prevent the requirement R from being completely satisfied. Our meta-framework computes
the verification obligation for each feasible composition that is identified. This verification
obligation is essentially the set of leaf-level properties against which that composition must be
verified to provide this assurance.
Because our meta-framework is independent of any particular type of composition, we con-
tinue to use a generic composition operator ⊗ to represent composition throughout this chap-
ter. The choice of composition paradigm, e.g., parallel or sequential, makes no difference in our
meta-framework until a composition is actually created; at that time, the generic composition
operator may be freely replaced with the actual composition operator(s) to be used.
Identify Services that Satisfy Leaf-Level Sub-Requirements. Recall that the leaf-
level sub-requirements are atomic properties of the form ψi = 〈ϕi, Fi〉, where ϕi is represented
in the formalism Fi. Assume that there exists a method Mi and a corresponding algorithm that
can handle properties expressed in Fi and can (semi-)automatically identify services (atomic
and/or composite) that satisfy ϕi. In other words, Mi can identify one or more services (com-
ponents) w such that w satisfies ϕi by the semantics of formalism Fi; we denote this by
w |= 〈ϕi, Fi〉 or equivalently by w |=Fi ϕi. We use these existing methods to identify the set of
services that satisfy each atomic property at the leaf level of the AND-OR tree T R. Note that
with the addition of a verification method Mi for each atomic property ψi, an atomic property
becomes equivalent to a trait as defined in Section 3.2.
Example. Table 4.2 illustrates sets of services that satisfy some leaf-level atomic prop-
erties in the AND-OR tree T R presented in Figure 4.1. Each set can be identified by using
existing compositional methods that are capable of addressing the composition problem if the
functional requirements are provided in one specific formalism. (Recall that w1⊗w2 denotes a
composite service composed of services w1 and w2.)
Identify Feasible Compositions. Each node in the AND-OR tree T R is the root of
a subtree that corresponds to a subformula of R. For example, in Figure 4.1, node 11 is the
root of T θ11 , where θ11 .= 〈ϕ6, F6〉 ∨ 〈ϕ7, F7〉. (For T R in Figure 4.1, we will use θi to denote
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Table 4.2 Sample sets of services that satisfy leaf-level properties in Figure 4.1
Services Atomic Property Node #
. . . . . . . . .
{w4, w5} ψ5 .= 〈ϕ5, F5〉 10
{w1 ⊗ w2, w3} ψ6 .= 〈ϕ6, F6〉 12
{w3, w4} ψ7 .= 〈ϕ7, F7〉 13
the subformula of R that corresponds to the AND-OR subtree rooted at node number i, with
θ1 being R itself.) We identify the set of possible service compositions which, if they can be
realized, are likely to satisfy each composite property θi. This objective is realized by using
the semantics of satisfiability in propositional logic. For instance, θ11 can be satisfied by any
service that satisfies either 〈ϕ6, F6〉 or 〈ϕ7, F7〉, i.e., by any one of the services w1 ⊗ w2, w3, or
w4 as shown in Table 4.2. Furthermore, the choice of service(s) provides information regarding
the subformula(s) that must be satisfied, which we refer to as the verification obligation. In
the current example, if the service w1⊗w2 is selected, then the atomic property 〈ϕ6, F6〉 needs
to be satisfied.
For each node i in T R, we identify a set of pairs (Wi,Ψi), where Wi denotes a set of
services that are likely to satisfy θi when composed and Ψi is the set of formulas capturing the
verification obligation on Wi. We now define a relation mark that is used to identify such a set
of pairs for each node in the AND-OR tree.
Definition 4 Given T θ and a repository of components E, we define a relation ∀q ∈ Q :
mark(q) ⊆ E × sf (θ) such that
1. [q ∈ Q` ∧ ∃i :
⊗
iwi |= L(q)]
⇒ (∪i{wi}, {L(q)}) ∈ mark(q)
2. [∆(q) = {∧, {q1, q2}} ∧ ∃(W1,Ψ1) ∈ mark(q1) ∧ ∃(W2,Ψ2) ∈ mark(q2)]
⇒ (W1 ∪W2,Ψ1 ∪Ψ2) ∈ mark(q)
3. [∆(q) = {∨, {q1, q2}} ∧ ∃q′ ∈ {q1, q2} : ∃(W,Ψ) ∈ mark(q′)]
⇒ (W,Ψ) ∈ mark(q)
(4.2)
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Example. Consider both Figure 4.1 and Table 4.2. From Rule 1 in Definition 4, we have
{({w4}, {ψ5}), ({w5}, {ψ5})} = mark(q10)
{({w1, w2}, {ψ6}), ({w3}, {ψ6})} = mark(q12)
{({w3}, {ψ7}), ({w4}, {ψ7})} = mark(q13)
Therefore, using Rule 3 in Definition 4, we have
({w1, w2}, {ψ6}), ({w3}, {ψ6}),
({w3}, {ψ7}), ({w4}, {ψ7})
 = mark(q11)
This means that property θ11 at node q11 is satisfiable if w1 ⊗ w2 satisfies ψ6, if w3 satisfies
either ψ6 or ψ7, or if w4 satisfies ψ7. Proceeding using Rule 2 in Definition 4 for node q9, we
have mark(q9) equal to the following set:
({w1, w2, w4}, {ψ6, ψ5}),
({w1, w2, w5}, {ψ6, ψ5}),
({w3, w4}, {ψ6, ψ5}), ({w3, w5}, {ψ6, ψ5}),
({w3, w4}, {ψ7, ψ5}), ({w3, w5}, {ψ7, ψ5}),
({w4}, {ψ7, ψ5}), ({w4, w5}, {ψ7, ψ5})

= mark(q9)
Theorem 1 (Feasibility) For any AND-OR tree T θ, if w1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ wk satisfies θ, then there
exists a subset Ψ of the set of atomic formulas representing θ such that ({w1, . . . , wk},Ψ) ∈
mark(q0), where q0 is the root of T θ.
Proof. The proof proceeds inductively from the child nodes to the parent node of the
AND-OR tree T θ using the definition of the mark relation (Definition 4).
For the leaf nodes, the theorem is trivially true by Rule 1 in Definition 4.
Any intermediate node (including the root node) of T θ has the form ∧ or ∨. Assume the
theorem holds for any node at depth d+1. We prove that the theorem holds for any intermediate
node qdi at depth d. Suppose qdi is an ∧-node; then its “marking” follows Rule 2 in Definition 4.
It takes one element from the marking of each child node (at depth d + 1) and generates the
set of services W and the set of verification obligations Ψ. The set W contains all services
required to satisfy each conjunct of θdi (i.e., each θd+1j ). Further, all possible combinations of
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elements from the marking of each child node are considered. Therefore, the theorem holds for
any ∧-node at depth d.
Suppose qdi is an ∨-node. Then the “marking” follows Rule 3 of Definition 4, i.e., the union
of the markings of the child nodes is equal to the marking of qdi . In other words, the marking
of qdi includes any set of services that is sufficient to satisfy any one of the disjuncts in θdi (i.e.,
any θd+1j ). 
Corollary 1 For any node q in any AND-OR tree T θ, if w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ . . . ⊗ wk satisfies L(q),
then there exists a subset Ψq of the set of atomic formulas used to represent L(q) such that
({w1, w2, . . . , wk},Ψq) ∈ mark(q).
4.4 System Realization and Verification
Theorem 1 states a necessary condition for generating a composite service from a set of
component services: if there exists a set of services in a tuple belonging to mark(q0), the
composition of those services (if it can be formed) is likely to satisfy θ. We refer to the set of
services in each tuple of mark(q0) as the feasible composition set. However, this condition is
not sufficient, as the converse of Theorem 1 does not hold. As a counterexample, consider the
case where mark(q0) = {({w1, w2}, {ψ1, ψ2})} and any one of the following is true:
• w1 is not compatible with w2
• w1 ⊗ w2 6|= ψ1
• w1 ⊗ w2 6|= ψ2
In these cases, the composition w1 ⊗ w2 either does not exist or does not satisfy θ, as it does
not satisfy either ψ1 or ψ2. The first condition can be detected by attempting to construct the
composition, while the other conditions can be detected by verification against the resulting
composition.
Therefore, we attempt to realize (i.e., compose or construct) each feasible composite service
by using an appropriate existing composition algorithm. Any composition that cannot be real-
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ized using an available composition algorithm is removed from the set of feasible compositions.
The remaining feasible compositions proceed to the verifiability-checking step.
Recall that for any tuple in mark(·) for any node in T R, a set of atomic properties is
identified as the verification obligation for that tuple. In essence, the verification obligation
must be satisfied by the composite service to ensure satisfaction of the property at the node
under consideration. This is formally stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 2 (Verifiability) For any T θ, the composition w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ . . . ⊗ wk satisfies θ if
and only if there exists a subset Ψ of the set of atomic formulas used to represent θ such that
({w1, w2, . . . , wk},Ψ) ∈ mark(q0) and, for all ψ ∈ Ψ, w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ . . .⊗ wk |= ψ.
Proof. The proof proceeds inductively, as for Theorem 1. 
Note that properties at the leaf level are never considered together at any step, so verifi-
ability of each leaf-level property ψj can be checked using the existing methods Mj that deal
with verifying properties specified using the formalism Fj .
Corollary 2 For any node q of any AND-OR tree T θ, w1⊗w2⊗ . . .⊗wk satisfies L(q) if and
only if there exists a subset Ψ of the set of atomic formulas used to represent L(q) such that
({w1, w2, . . . , wk},Ψ) ∈ mark(q) and, for all ψ ∈ Ψ, w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ . . .⊗ wk |= ψ.
On-the-fly Checking for Verifiability. Based on Theorem 2, given a property R, we
can obtain a composite service that satisfies R by (a) constructing T R, (b) identifying the set of
services that satisfy the atomic properties in R, (c) “marking” each node in T R, and finally (d)
checking whether there exists a tuple ({w1, w2, . . . , wk},Ψ) in mark(q0) where w1⊗w2⊗· · ·⊗wk
is realizable and ∀ψ ∈ Ψ : w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ . . .⊗ wk |= ψ. In the worst case, this process will require
∑
(W,Ψ)∈mark(q0)
|mark(q0)| × |Ψ|
verifications, where | · | denotes the size of a relation or set.
We now propose an alternative approach, which is likely to be beneficial if all of the following
are true:
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• a majority of the feasible composite services are not verifiable
• a majority of the feasible composite services that are not verifiable can be detected near
the leaf level of the AND-OR tree
• the user wants to develop multiple composite services with significant overlap in functional
requirements
The essence of our alternative approach is to combine the feasibility checking process (i.e.,
mark(·) computation) with the verification process. This is realized by computing the verif
relation, defined as follows, for each node in the AND-OR tree.
Definition 5 Given an AND-OR tree T θ and a repository of components E, we define a
relation ∀q ∈ Q : verif (q) ⊆ E × sf (θ) such that
1. [q ∈ Q` ∧ ∃i :
⊗
iwi |= L(q)]
⇒ (∪i{wi}, {L(q)}) ∈ verif (q)
2.
 ∆(q) = {∧, {q1, q2}} ∧ ∃(W1,Ψ1) ∈ verif (q1) ∧ ∃(W2,Ψ2) ∈ verif (q2)
∧ ∀ψ ∈ Ψ1 ∪Ψ2 : ⊗iwi |= ψ ∧ ∪i{wi} = W1 ∪W2

⇒ (W1 ∪W2,Ψ1 ∪Ψ2) ∈ verif (q)
3. [∆(q) = {∨, {q1, q2}} ∧ ∃q′ ∈ {q1, q2} : ∃(W,Ψ) ∈ verif (q′)]
⇒ (W,Ψ) ∈ verif (q)
(4.3)
The critical difference between the verif and mark relations is emphasized in a box in
Definition 5. Note that in computing the verif relation for the intermediate nodes, we are
incrementally creating the specified composition(s) at the same time; in the previous approach,
the compositions are realized only after the mark relation is computed.
Example. Going back to our AND-OR tree T R in Figure 4.1 and the sets of services
in Table 4.2, suppose w3 ⊗ w4 6|= ψ5, w4 ⊗ w5 6|= ψ7, and w1 is incompatible with w4. If we
had first computed the mark relation and then checked the verification obligations at the root
node, we would have followed the previous example and obtained mark(q9), which contains
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eight elements. Those eight elements would have been combined with elements of the marking
from q9’s sibling nodes to compute the mark relation for the parent. Instead, if the verif
relation is computed according to Definition 5, verif (q9) will be
({w1, w2, w5}, {ψ6, ψ5}), ({w3, w5}, {ψ6, ψ5}),
({w3, w5}, {ψ7, ψ5}), ({w4}, {ψ7, ψ5})

In short, using on-the-fly verification, it is possible to remove four intermediate composi-
tions that will not satisfy the overall functional property R due to incompatibility between
participating services or unsatisfiability of atomic properties. This reduction can result in a
considerable gain in computation efficiency if the requirement under consideration has many
atomic properties (i.e., if the size of the AND-OR tree is large) and if there are multiple services
(with possible incompatibilities) that satisfy each of the atomic properties.
Additionally, if the stakeholders want to develop multiple composite services with common
requirements, identifying the set of verifiable services for the common requirements will lead
to effective reuse of intermediate results. Consider Figure 4.2, which illustrates an AND-OR
graph unifying AND-OR trees T R and T R′ that share multiple atomic properties. Suppose
that a composition satisfying R has been identified using the verif relation for T R and further
suppose that, for each node qi ∈ T R, the value of verif (qi) was saved for later use. When the
user wants to find a composition that satisfies R′ using on-the-fly verification, the previously
computed values of verif for the shared nodes can be reused; the verif relation needs to be
computed for only the three nodes in T R′ that are not shared with T R.
The following theorem formally states the correctness of our method.
Theorem 3 (Soundness and Completeness) For any T R, w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ . . .⊗ wk satisfies R
if and only if ({w1, w2, . . . , wk},Ψ) ∈ verif (q0), where q0 is the root of T R and Ψ is a subset of
the set of atomic formulas used to represent R.
Proof. The proof is realized via induction over the depth of the AND-OR tree T R. 
The complexity of our methods (based on Theorems 2 and 3) depends directly on the
size of T R, i.e., the number of choices of services that satisfy each atomic property. Let the
number of atomic properties representing R be N and the maximum number of choices of
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R : (〈ϕ1, F1〉 ∧ 〈ϕ2, F2〉 ∧ 〈ϕ3, F3〉)
∧ (〈ϕ4, F4〉 ∧ 〈ϕ5, F5〉 ∧ (〈ϕ6, F6〉 ∨ 〈ϕ7, F7〉))
R′ : (〈ϕ3, F3〉 ∧ 〈ϕ8, F8〉)
∧ (〈ϕ4, F4〉 ∧ 〈ϕ5, F5〉 ∧ (〈ϕ6, F6〉 ∨ 〈ϕ7, F7〉))
ϕ 5F〈 , 〉
6ϕ 6F〈 , 〉 7ϕ 7F〈 , 〉
2ϕ 2F〈 , 〉 3ϕ 3F〈 , 〉
4ϕ 4F〈 , 〉 8ϕ 8F〈 , 〉1ϕ 1F〈 , 〉
5
Figure 4.2 AND-OR graph showing decomposition of requirements for two related systems,
rooted at nodes labeled T R and T R′ respectively. Dotted lines indicate parts of
the graph that belong solely to T R′ .
services satisfying an atomic property be K. The mark relation is essentially identifying a
satisfiable assignment set (in terms of atomic properties) for the Boolean representation of R
and associating services that satisfy each element in the satisfiable assignment set. The size of
the satisfiable assignment set for any Boolean formula with N propositions (atomic properties)
is 2N . Therefore, there are at most KN2N elements in mark(q0) or verif (q0) at the root of
T R. Note that this is not a tight upper bound, particularly for the verif relation. The cost for
computing the verif relation depends on both (a) the reduction in results due to unsatisfiability
of verification obligations or incompatibility of selected services at intermediate nodes and (b)
the increased computation needed to perform verification at each intermediate node.
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CHAPTER 5. MODELING, REFINING, AND APPLYING
QUALITATIVE PREFERENCES OF STAKEHOLDERS
In the previous chapter, we showed how a correct solution to a component-based system
development problem, i.e., a system that satisfies the overall requirement given by its stake-
holders, can be obtained. However, for any given requirement, there may exist many possible
system designs (i.e., sets of components) that satisfy the requirement. The goal of the system
designers should be to construct and deliver the best such possible system, but to do so requires
a well-defined notion of what is meant by the “best” or “optimal” system. This must be defined
uniquely for each system by the preferences and priorities of the system’s stakeholders with
respect to various combinations of optional traits that a given system may provide beyond the
basic requirement.
Our strategy for achieving this goal within our component-based system development frame-
work is to order all correct component-based system designs, as previously identified using the
meta-framework from Chapter 4, from most to least preferred according to the stakeholders’
preferences. This ordering can be accomplished in two different ways:
1. We could determine which sets of components can actually be composed into correct
systems that solve the given problem, then order these correct systems with respect to
the stakeholders’ preferences. To do so, we must be able to decide whether one system is
preferred to (dominates) another.
2. Alternatively, we could first place all system designs (sets of components) that are likely
to solve the problem correctly in order from most to least preferred. Given this ordering,
we can attempt to realize and verify the most preferred system design. If verification
of this design fails, we can try again with the second-most preferred design, the third-
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Figure 5.1 Online book sales goal model, taken from [44] (via [60])
most preferred design, and so on until an optimal correct system is realized or until all
possibilities are exhausted. To do so, we need to have a correct method for ordering all
possible solutions in descending order of preference.
This chapter describes the methods that we use to model, refine, and apply the qualitative
preferences of a proposed system’s stakeholders within the component-based system design
process. The methods that we present in this chapter were introduced in our previous work
on preference reasoning with goal-oriented requirements engineering (GORE) in [60, 61] and
explained in more detail in the context of the credential disclosure minimization problem in [63].
We present these preference handling methods using an example set of preferences over optional
goals within a goal model as used in GORE (see Section 2.2 for more details). However, the
methods presented in this chapter are independent of any particular requirements engineering
methodology and are broadly applicable in many settings.
5.1 Example: Preferences between Optional Goals of a System
We will use a modified version of the online book sales goal model introduced by Liaskos et
al. in [44] and adapted for our work in [60, 61] as a running example throughout this chapter.
This goal model is shown in Figure 5.1, which is taken from [60]. An online book selling
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system developed according to this goal model must fulfill several core goals, such as ensuring
that the ordered books are available, providing a price quote for each order, and receiving
payments. Each of these high-level goals can be decomposed into one or more smaller, well-
defined tasks, which may each be satisfied by a single component or combination of components.
For instance, in order for the book selling system to obtain books to sell, it must contact
suppliers, receive price quotes from those suppliers, and then choose which books to order from
each supplier as well as how many copies of each book to order. This is clearly an instance
of AND-decomposition as described in the previous chapter. Furthermore, some core goals or
subgoals can be satisfied in multiple ways, such as the different payment options commonly
offered to customers. Such a selection of one or more sufficient alternatives for satisfying a goal
is an example of OR-decomposition as defined previously.
Observe that the main part of the goal model in Figure 5.1 (all except for the shaded ovals
and dashed lines) is an instance of an AND-OR tree as described in Section 4.2. The root
node (Fulfill Book Order) describes the overall requirement for the system, which is AND-
decomposed into four subgoals (internal AND or OR nodes) and one task (leaf node or trait).
Tasks always appear as leaf nodes in the tree formed by the goal model, because they represent
basic operations that the system may perform in partial fulfillment of the overall requirement.
The mapping to our meta-framework for problem decomposition in Chapter 4 is clear: each task
can be specified as a trait of the system as defined in Section 3.2, with different semantics and
verification techniques used to verify that the system performs each task, while the goal model
specifies the Boolean combinations of tasks that are sufficient to satisfy the overall requirement.
The primary difference from the meta-framework in Chapter 4 is that every node (goal or task)
in the goal model is given a name. In contrast, only the leaf nodes (traits) in the AND-OR
tree in Section 4.2 are given high-level descriptions beyond a logical operator.
In addition to the main goal model, there are also certain optional goals (non-functional
properties) that the bookseller considers relevant to the success of the system. These include
reduced transaction costs, customer satisfaction, payment traceability, and use of robust doc-
umentation for legal purposes. Unfortunately, it may not be possible to satisfy all of these
optional goals or traits while still providing all of the core functions required by the system.
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For example, requiring payment by money order instead of credit card would reduce transaction
costs to the business, but it would also reduce customer satisfaction by making payment less
convenient. Realizing this, the bookseller has identified several acceptable tradeoffs between
optional goals:
P1. If robust documentation is used, payment traceability is more important than reducing
transaction costs.
P2. If transaction costs are reduced at the expense of customer satisfaction, then using robust
documentation takes precedence over ensuring payment traceability.
P3. If robust documentation is not provided, then it should be possible to trace payments in
order to satisfy regulatory auditing requirements, even at the expense of reduced customer
satisfaction and increased transaction cost.
Although the goal model in Figure 5.1 can be analyzed by itself to determine the set of all
likely correct designs for the system, information about the stakeholders’ preferences over the
optional goals or traits is also needed to identify the best or most preferred design, i.e., the set
of components that can be combined in a way that provides the required functionality of the
system while fulfilling the most preferred subset of the optional traits. Although it would be
ideal from the stakeholders’ perspective if a single system could fulfill the entire set of optional
goals, this may not be feasible because of the possible existence of optional goals that receive
both positive and negative contributions from two or more goals or tasks that are part of the
same system design.
In Figure 5.1, if a design includes the goals Payment via Money Order and Send Printed
Receipt, then that design cannot fulfill the optional goal Reduce Transaction Costs, since the
first goal positively contributes to this optional goal while the second goal contributes negatively
to it. Also note that this design will not be able to fulfill the optional goals Reduce Transaction
Costs and Payment Traceability because of the satisfaction of the goal Payment via Money
Order, which positively contributes to one optional goal and negatively contributes to the
other.
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In light of such conflicts, a user will typically ascertain preferences over the set of optional
goals with the objective of obtaining a functionally correct design that is most preferred. A
system design can be considered correct if the goal at the root of the goal tree is satisfied.
The preference of the design, on the other hand, depends directly on the set of optional goals
fulfilled by the design. Therefore, a most preferred correct system design is one that fulfills a
set of optional goals γ such that there exists no other correct design that fulfills another set of
optional goals γ′, where γ′ is preferred to γ.
5.2 Formalizing Preferences as a CI-Net
To capture and reason with preferences over the set of optional goals, we use conditional
importance networks (CI-nets) [12], which allow stakeholders to specify relative importance
among sets of items. A CI-net C is a set of conditional importance statements of the form:
S+, S− : S1  S2
where S+, S−, S1 and S2 are pairwise disjoint subsets of the set of all optional goals GO.
Informally, such a statement is read as: “Given two designs, if both fulfill the optional goals
in S+ and do not fulfill the optional goals in S−, then the design that fulfills all optional goals
in S1 is preferred to the design that fulfills all optional goals in S2.” For instance, preference
P2 described in Section 5.1 states, “If transaction costs are reduced at the expense of customer
satisfaction, then using robust legal documentation takes precedence over ensuring payment
traceability.” This preference is expressed in the CI-net language as follows:
{Reduced Transaction Cost}, {Happy Customer} :
{Use Robust Legal Documentation}  {Payment Traceability}
Formally, a CI-net C over a set of optional goals GO is satisfiable if and only if there exists
a strict partial order (irreflexive and transitive) relation  over the powerset of GO such that:
1. For each CI-net statement S+, S− : S1  S2, if γ ⊆ GO \ (S+ ∪ S− ∪ S1 ∪ S2) then
γ ∪ S+ ∪ S1  γ ∪ S+ ∪ S2.
2.  is monotonic, i.e., γ ⊃ γ′ ⇒ γ  γ′.
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Based on this definition, the CI-net preference language satisfies the criteria for a dominance
relation for our component-based system development framework as defined in Section 3.4.
Revisiting the preference statement above, by the rule in item 1, the set of optional goals
{Reduced Transaction Cost, Use Robust Legal Documentation} is preferred to () the set of
optional goals {Reduced Transaction Cost, Payment Traceability}. By the rule in item 2, a set
of optional goals is preferred to all of its proper subsets.
CI-nets are a natural choice for modeling user preferences over sets of optional goals in goal
models and sets of optional traits that component-based systems may provide for the following
reasons:
1. Preferences in CI-nets are monotonic. According to the semantics of CI-nets, a set of
optional goals is preferred to all its proper subsets. This property is necessary to model
preferences over optional goals because the stakeholders would typically like to see as
many optional goals or traits fulfilled as possible; ideally, all of them would be fulfilled.
2. The CI-net semantics induces a strict partial order among the subsets of the optional
goal set with respect to the given conditional importance statements. Thus, it is possible
to order the subsets of optional goals in a way that is consistent with the semantics of
a CI-net. Such an ordering can be used to search for designs that fulfill more preferred
optional goals ahead of those that fulfill less preferred optional goals.
3. When it is not possible to find a design that satisfies all of the optional goals, stake-
holders are often willing to trade certain sets of optional goals for others, rather than
only choosing between individual optional goals. Unlike many other preference model-
ing languages, these tradeoffs can be directly represented in CI-nets using conditional
importance statements over sets of optional goals.
5.3 Consistency Checking and Dominance Testing in CI-Nets
Given two choices (of sets of optional goals), deciding the preference of one choice over
the other is referred to as dominance testing. Although dominance testing is known to be
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PSPACE-complete [12, 29], Santhanam et al. demonstrated in [75] an effective model checking-
based approach to dominance testing for certain families of preferences, such as TCP-nets [14].
In this section, we follow a similar approach for dominance testing between choices (of sets of
optional goals) where preferences are represented using CI-nets. This approach relies on an
alternative semantics of CI-nets given in terms of an improving flipping sequence, analogous to
the worsening flipping sequence defined in [12].
Definition 6 (Improving Flipping Sequence [12]) A sequence of sets of optional goals
γ1, γ2, · · · γn−1, γn is an improving flipping sequence with respect to a set of CI-net statements
if and only if, for 1 ≤ i < n, either
1. (Monotonicity Flip) γi+1 ⊃ γi; or
2. (Importance Flip) there exists a conditional importance statement S+, S− : S1  S2 in
the CI-net, such that all three of the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) γi+1 ⊇ S+, γi ⊇ S+, and γi+1 ∩ S− = γi ∩ S− = ∅;
(b) γi+1 ⊇ S1, γi ⊇ S2, and γi+1 ∩ S2 = γi ∩ S1 = ∅;
(c) if γ = GO \ (S+ ∪ S− ∪ S1 ∪ S2), then γ ∩ S1 = γ ∩ S2.
In this definition, condition 1 states that fulfilling additional optional goals is always pre-
ferred to fulfilling fewer optional goals. Condition 2 states that if the optional goals in set
S+ are fulfilled and the optional goals in set S− are not fulfilled, then fulfilling the set S1 of
optional goals is more important than fulfilling the set S2 of optional goals, all others being
equal (the ceteris paribus condition discussed in Section 2.3, which is ensured by condition
2(c)). Given a CI-net C and two sets γ and γ′ of optional goals, we say that γ is preferred
to γ′ under C, denoted by C |= γ  γ′, if and only if there is an improving flipping sequence
with respect to C from γ′ to γ (Proposition 1 in [12]). In our example CI-net (see Section 5.1),
we can thus say that the set {Reduced Transaction Cost, Use Robust Legal Documentation} is
preferred to the set {Payment Traceability}. This is because the set {Payment Traceability} has
an improving (importance) flip to the set {Reduced Transaction Cost, Payment Traceability},
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P3. {}, {d} : {c}  {a, b}
Figure 5.2 Induced preference graph for CI-net in online book sales example
which in turn has an improving (monotonicity) flip to {Reduced Transaction Cost, Use Robust
Legal Documentation}.
From this definition, one can construct a graph where each node corresponds to a set of
optional goals and each directed edge from one node to another denotes an “improving flip”,
capturing the fact that the set of optional goals at the destination node is preferred to the set
of optional goals at the source node. This graph is referred to as the induced preference graph.
Definition 7 (Induced Preference Graph) Given a CI-net C over a set of optional goals
GO, the induced preference graph δ(C) = (N,E) is constructed as follows. The nodes N cor-
respond to the powerset of GO, and each directed edge (γ, γ′) ∈ E corresponds to an improving
(monotonicity or importance) flip from γ to γ′ as per the CI-net semantics (Definition 6) such
that γ′  γ.
Figure 5.2 presents the CI-net statements corresponding to the preferences over optional
goals specified in Section 5.1, along with the induced preference graph constructed from those
statements. The dashed edges between sets of optional goals in this graph correspond to
monotonicity flips and the solid edges correspond to importance flips. Every path in the graph
represents an improving flipping sequence induced by the CI-net.
A set γ′ of optional goals dominates (i.e., is preferred to) another set γ with respect to
CI-net C if and only if the node corresponding to γ′ is reachable from the node corresponding
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to γ in the induced preference graph δ(C). For example, the set {Reduced Transaction Cost,
Use Robust Legal Documentation} is preferred to the set {Payment Traceability} due to the
existence of the path c→ bc→ bd in Figure 5.2.
The induced preference graph of a CI-net is consistent, meaning that no set of traits is
preferred to itself, if and only if it is cycle-free. Before using the preferences contained in a
CI-net to make decisions about possible system designs, it is necessary to first ensure that the
given set of preferences is consistent.
5.3.1 Kripke Structure Modeling of CI-Net Semantics
We use the NuSMV [20] or Cadence SMV [50] symbolic model checker to verify reachability
(and therefore dominance) from one node to another in the induced preference graph. There
are three primary advantages in using one of these model checking tools for testing dominance.
First, they are equipped with symbolic or binary decision diagram-based algorithms that allow
for efficient state-space exploration of large graphs. Second, they can verify properties beyond
simple reachability in expressive temporal logic (e.g., CTL and LTL), a capability that we will
use in Section 5.3.3 to obtain a preference ordering over sets of optional goals. Finally, the SMV
input language, which is accepted by both NuSMV and Cadence SMV, allows us to directly
encode the CI-net preference statements. The induced preference graph is then automatically
constructed by the model checker to answer dominance (verification) queries.
The model checker takes as input a Kripke structure 〈S, S0, T, L〉, where S is the set of
states, S0 ⊆ S is the set of start states, T ⊆ S × S is the set of transition relations, and L is
a labeling function mapping each state in S to a set of propositions that hold at that state.
In our encoding, we represent each optional goal as a proposition xi, where the value of the
proposition is true when the optional goal is fulfilled and false when the optional goal is not
fulfilled. The propositions are uninitialized, which allows the model checker to consider all
possible valuations of the propositions as initial states of the Kripke structure. Given a set of
CI-net statements C, the Kripke structure KC representing the induced preference graph δ(C)
contains states that are labeled with the truth values of the set of optional-goal propositions xi
along with two types of helper Boolean variables: a set of variables hi and a single variable g.
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SMV Input Language: Role of Helper Variables. A Kripke structure is encoded in
SMV using a set of variables, each variable’s possible initial valuations, and a set of transition
relations. Each transition relation describes the valuation of one variable based on certain
conditions of the current state-variable valuations. For instance, consider the following partial
SMV encoding of a Kripke structure with two Boolean variables a and b. (Note that in all SMV
code used in this chapter, the value 0 represents “false” and the value 1 represents “true”.)
init(a) := 0;
next(a) := case
a = b : !a;
1 : a;
esac;
This SMV specification states that the initial valuation of a is 0 (false), while the initial
valuation of b can be either 0 or 1 since it is not explicitly given. The corresponding Kripke
structure has two different start states: one where a and b are equal to 0 (false) and another
where a is equal to 0 (false) and b is equal to 1 (true). Furthermore, the transition relation
(described by the next operation) states that the value of a is toggled only when the valuations
of a and b are equal in the current state. The absence of next definitions for b indicates that
the valuation of b can change non-deterministically whenever a change in state occurs in the
Kripke structure.
In the encoding of δ(C) as a Kripke structure KC , attributes over which the CI-net state-
ments are specified are encoded as Boolean variables in KC . Each state in KC corresponds to a
node in δ(C): if x3∧x4 holds (evaluates to true) in a state in KC , that state corresponds to the
node annotated with x3 and x4 in δ(C). Next, note that the existence of a given edge in δ(C)
depends on the contents of the source and destination nodes (improving flip, see Definition 6).
Direct encoding of such edges in SMV requires encoding of transitions in KC where the next
operation on each variable, which describes the enabling condition of the transitions, includes
conditions that depend on the variables’ values in the next states. Encoding such conditions
in SMV may lead to circular dependencies between next operations for two or more variables.
As an example, consider the following SMV code:
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next(a) := case
next(b) : !a;
1 : a;
esac;
next(b) := case
next(a) : !b;
1 : b;
esac;
From the above encoding, it is not clear what valuation a and b should have in the next state
when the current state valuations of the variables are equal to 1.
Role of hi. To correctly encode the edges of δ(C) as transitions in KC , we use one auxiliary
Boolean variable hi for each proposition xi. Each hi is encoded such that if hi is 0 (false) in the
current state, then in the next state the valuation of xi cannot change; otherwise, the valuation
of xi may change in the next state if a condition matching a CI-net statement is satisfied. All
hi variables are initialized to 0, and the model checker updates the his non-deterministically.
For instance, the semantics of the CI-net statement {d}, {} : {c}  {b} (preference P1 from
Section 5.1, resulting in edges bd→ cd and abd→ acd in δ(C)) can be encoded in SMV as:
next(b) := case
h_a = 0 -- a does not change in next state
& b = 1 & h_b = 1 -- b can change in the next state
& c = 0 & h_c = 1 -- c can change in the next state
& d = 1 & h_d = 0 -- d does not change in next state
: 0
...
esac;
next(c) := case
h_a = 0 -- a does not change in next state
& b = 1 & h_b = 1 -- b can change in the next state
& c = 0 & h_c = 1 -- c can change in the next state
& d = 1 & h_d = 0 -- d does not change in next state
: 1
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...
esac;
The enabling conditions are identical in both cases to ensure that the valuations of b and c
are updated under identical conditions as specified by the CI-net, namely when d = 1 in both
the current and next states (ensured by hd = 0 in the current state) and when the valuation
of a is unaltered in both the current and next states (ensured by ha = 0 in the current state).
Further, c = 0 and hc = 1 in the current state, which allows the value of c to change in the
next state; similarly, b = 1 and hb = 1 in the current state, which allows for the toggling of b
in the next state.
In this way, the semantics of CI-nets as given in Definition 6 can be directly encoded as
SMV specifications. This encoding eliminates the need to manually construct the induced
preference graph δ(C). Instead, the model checker automatically constructs and explores the
Kripke-structure model representing δ(C).
Role of g. Within this encoding, the different valuations of each hi for the same valuation
of each xi correspond to states in KC that allow different ways in which the valuation of that xi
can be changed. Consequently, KC contains multiple states where an identical set of xis hold
true; all of these states correspond to one node in δ(C). Transitions between these states do
not change the valuation of any xi and, therefore, do not correspond to any edge in δ(C).
The variable g is set to 1 (true) whenever a transition traversed in KC results in a change
in the valuation of at least one of the xis (i.e., when a transition in KC corresponds to an edge
in δ(C)). Conversely, if a transition in KC does not indicate a change in any of the xi variables,
the variable g is set to 0 (false). Consider the following SMV code, which updates g based on
the CI-net statements that encode the preferences expressed in Section 5.1:
next(g) := case
-- Guards corresponding to P1, where g will be set to 1 :
h_a = 0 -- a does not change in next state
& b = 1 & h_b = 1 -- b can change in the next state
& c = 0 & h_c = 1 -- c can change in the next state
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& d = 1 & h_d = 0 -- d does not change in next state
: 1 -- g is set to 1 indicating that this transition
-- corresponds to a change in "b" or "c"
...
-- Guards corresponding to P2, where g will be set to 1 :
...
-- Guards corresponding to P3, where g will be set to 1 :
...
1: 0 -- default case : if no variables change, then g is 0
esac;
Note that these are precisely the same conditions under which b changes to 0 (false) and c
changes to 1 (true), as defined in the previous SMV code excerpt. The code in this excerpt
sets g to 1 whenever the conditions for changing the value of b and c are satisfied. The full
next(g) block contains conditions for setting g to 1 when any monotonicity or importance flip
causes one or more variables to change; we have omitted the remaining conditions for clarity
of explanation. The 1 condition at the end of the block sets g to 0 if no other condition is met,
i.e., if no variables change during the specified transition. In Section 5.3.3, we show how the
variable g can be used directly to compute the ordering of preferred solutions.
Figure 5.3 shows how the data variables xi, the helper variables hi, and the change variable
g interact within the Kripke structure KC for a node in the induced preference graph δ(C)
containing variables a and b. The most preferred node in δ(C) is the set of all elements, while
the least preferred node is the empty set; nodes containing only a or only b are intermediate
nodes. Each node in δ(C) is modeled by a set of interconnected states in KC .
We have expanded one node of δ(C), where a = 1 and b = 0, in Figure 5.3 to fully show the
corresponding set of states in KC . The expanded node is divided into two subsets of states: the
left subset ag represents the set of states where g = 1, while the right subset a¬g represents the
set of states where g = 0. There are four states in both subsets, one for each possible valuation
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of the two Boolean variables ha and hb. Any state in ag can be reached immediately from some
state in KC that represents the node where a = 0 and b = 0 in δ(C). States where ha = 0 and
hb = 1 move to states in KC where a = 1 and b = 1, regardless of g’s value. All other states
in ag can move to some state in a¬g by a transition in KC ; however, since g = 0 in all states
in a¬g, any transition to or between the states in a¬g does not correspond to any edge in δ(C).
Note that, as in ag, the state in a¬g where ha = 0 and hb = 1 has transitions to states where
a = 1 and b = 1. The rest of the Kripke structure KC is constructed similarly: each node in
δ(C) corresponds to a set of states in KC , where the number of states in the set is exponential
in the number of variables (optional goals) in δ(C).
Theorem 4 Given a CI-net C, a Kripke structure KC constructed as described in this subsec-
tion preserves the semantics of the induced preference graph δ(C) of the CI-net.
Proof. Consider the induced preference graph δ(C) for CI-net C as defined in Definition 7.
Each state in KC maps onto exactly one node in δ(C). Furthermore, given two nodes γ, γ′ ∈ δ(C)
and two states s, s′ ∈ KC where s maps to γ and s′ maps to γ′, there exists a directed edge
(γ, γ′) ∈ δ(C) if and only if both (1) there exists a transition s→ s′ ∈ KC and (2) g = 1 in state
s′. This transition s→ s′ models the improving flip (γ, γ′) in the induced preference graph. 
5.3.2 Model Checking for Verifying Consistency and Dominance
Given a CI-net C, we use the method in Section 5.3.1 to specify the corresponding Kripke
model KC for input to the Cadence SMV or NuSMV model checker. We begin by verifying
that the induced preference graph δ(C) modeled by KC is consistent (i.e., cycle-free). This is
done by checking KC against the LTL formula F G(g = 0), which is satisfied if and only if
every path from the initial state in KC eventually reaches a point where no xi variable ever
changes (i.e., g is always 0) in any future state.1 If a cycle exists in the induced preference
graph, then every state in the cycle always has at least one outgoing transition from that state
where g = 1, indicating that a variable is changing; this violates the consistency property.
1Details of LTL syntax and semantics can be obtained in [71].
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After the model KC is verified to be consistent, it can be used for preference reasoning. For
any sets of optional goals γ and γ′, we use the CTL formula X ⇒ EF (X ′), where X (resp. X ′)
is the propositional formula indicating the presence or absence of optional goals in γ (resp. γ′),
to check whether γ′ is preferred to γ. This property is satisfied by any state in KC where X
holds true and where there is a path leading to a state where X ′ holds true.2 If the property is
satisfied, we conclude that γ′ is preferred to γ. An improving flipping sequence from γ to γ′ can
be obtained by querying the model checker with the negation of the formula X ⇒ EF (X ′); the
counterexample returned by the model checker is a path in the Kripke structure that proves
dominance, which can be used to construct the improving flipping sequence. On the other hand,
if the property X ⇒ EF (X ′) is not satisfied, then there is no improving flipping sequence from
γ to γ′, i.e., γ′ is not preferred to γ. In the CI-net used in our example (see Section 5.1), the
model checker returns true when queried with the formula (bd⇒ EF (acd)), which verifies that
acd is preferred to or dominates bd. When we query the model checker with the CTL formula
¬(bd⇒ EF (acd)), it yields a counterexample corresponding to either the path bd→ cd→ acd
or the path bd→ abd→ acd. Either path proves the dominance of acd over bd.
2Details of CTL syntax and semantics can be obtained in [22].
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We find the most preferred set of optional goals by verifying the CTL property EF (g = 1)
for all states in KC . This property is satisfied at a state s in KC if and only if s can reach any
state (including itself) where g evaluates to 1 (true). The property is not satisfied at states
in KC that correspond to the top-most node (containing the set of all optional goals) of the
induced preference graph δ(C). This is because the top-most node in δ(C) does not contain any
outgoing edges. Any one of the states in KC that corresponds to the top-most node in δ(C)
is identified by NuSMV or Cadence SMV as a counterexample, proving the unsatisfiability of
the property EF (g = 1). In our running example, this query returns the state where variables
a, b, c, and d are true, which corresponds to the set of all optional goals. This reflects the fact
that fulfilling all given optional goals is the most preferred alternative.
5.3.3 Preference Ordering over Sets of Optional Traits
Once we have modeled the induced preference graph δ(C) as a Kripke-structure model KC
and confirmed using the NuSMV or Cadence SMV model checker that the modeled preferences
are consistent, our next objective is to obtain an ordering of sets of optional goals from most
preferred to least preferred. Note that δ(C) represents a strict partial order between sets of
optional goals. The ordering we obtain using this technique is a total order consistent with
this strict partial order. We achieve this by performing model checking on the model KC and
its modifications against CTL properties. The steps in our approach are as follows.
1. We verify all states in KC against the CTL property EF (g = 1). As noted previously,
this returns the most preferred set of optional goals from the top of δ(C). In general, as
δ(C) is a strict partial order, it may have multiple elements at the top. Any state that
corresponds to any one of the top elements will be returned as the counterexample, which
proves the unsatisfiability of the CTL property.
2. Let γ1, γ2, . . . , γn be the sequence of sets of optional goals that has been obtained so far
(as the total order consistent with the partial order presented in δ(C)). We define the
following formula:
I =
n∨
i=1
∧
j
(xij) (5.1)
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where Xij is the proposition representing the presence or absence of the jth optional
goal in the set γi. We then query the model checker with the modified CTL property
EF (g = 1) ∨ I. The property is satisfied by state s in KC if and only if (a) all states s′
reachable from s can, in turn, reach some state where g = 1 is true or (b) s corresponds
to nodes γ1, γ2, . . . , γn in δ(C). On the other hand, if the property is not satisfied by
s, then s cannot reach a state where g is set to true and s does not correspond to
nodes γ1, γ2, . . . , γn. In other words, if the property is satisfied, there exists no state in
KC corresponding to a set of optional goals that is at least as preferred as at least one
element in γ1, γ2, . . . , γn.
3. If the model checker returns false, then it identifies (as a counterexample) a state cor-
responding to a set of optional goals γn+1, which is at least as preferred as one of the
previously identified sets of optional goals γ1, γ2, . . . , γn. In this case, we iterate Step 2
using the new sequence γ1, γ2, . . . , γn, γn+1. Otherwise, the property is satisfied by all
states in KC , meaning there exists no set of optional goals that is at least as preferred as
one of the elements in γ1, γ2, . . . , γn. If this occurs, we remove from the Kripke structure
KC all states corresponding to the optional-goal sets γ1, γ2, . . . , γn (obtained by iterating
Step 2 so far) by adding ¬I (see Equation 5.1) to the Kripke structure as an invariant,
since the model checker only considers the states where the invariant holds. Thus, the
reduced model corresponds to the induced preference graph where the nodes correspond-
ing to γ1, γ2, . . . , γn are not considered. We then iterate starting from Step 1 until the
invariant produces a model where no states are considered by the model checker.
Note that in Step 2, the states in the model corresponding to γ1 . . . γn are ignored by the
model checker (although they remain present in the model), as our query is modified to consider
all states except these. This enables us to obtain the top-most nodes one by one in sequence
without altering the model. However, when all of the top-most nodes are obtained, we remove
the states corresponding to γ1 . . . γn from the model in Step 3 by adding ¬I as an invariant
to the current model. This makes it possible to obtain the next set of top-most nodes in the
subsequent iteration. We explain this process using the example δ(C) presented in Figure 5.2.
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Iteration 1. Initially, the Kripke structure KC encoding of δ(C) is verified against the
property EF (g = 1) following Step 1 above. The result (counterexample) obtained is the top-
most element γ11 = (abcd). In Step 2, model checking is performed again with the property
EF (g = 1) ∨ I, where I = (a ∧ b ∧ c ∧ d) represents the fulfillment of all four optional goals.
The property is satisfied because all states except the ones corresponding to (abcd) can reach a
state where g = 1 (true). Therefore, as per Step 3, we remove from KC the states corresponding
to the node γ11 = (abcd) by adding ¬I = (¬a∨¬b∨¬c∨¬d) as an invariant to KC . As a result,
we have forced the model checker to consider only the states where the invariant holds; at any
state corresponding to the node (abcd), the invariant does not hold. This can be viewed as an
updated KC , which encodes a δ(C) where the nodes {(abc), (acd), (bcd)} are at the top (as in
Figure 5.2, but with the (abcd) node and its incoming edges removed).
Iteration 2. Step 1 is performed again and the model checker returns as a counterexample
one of the states that corresponds to either (abc), (acd), or (bcd). Note that one of these states
is identified non-deterministically by the model checking algorithm. Suppose that the state
corresponding to (abc) is obtained as a counterexample. So far, we have γ11 = (abcd) (obtained
in the previous iteration) followed by γ21 = (abc) in our total ordering of sets of optional goals.
Proceeding to Step 2, we have a new I = (a ∧ b ∧ c ∧ d) ∨ (a ∧ b ∧ c). Note that the states
corresponding to (abcd) have already been removed by adding the invariant ¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ ¬c ∨ ¬d
before the start of Step 1 in the current iteration. As a result, we do not need to consider
the first disjunct in the new I. When model checking is performed again, one of the states
corresponding to either (acd) or (bcd) is obtained as a counterexample. Suppose that a state
corresponding to γ22 = (acd) is returned as a counterexample.
We proceed to perform Step 2 again with I = (a ∧ b ∧ c) ∨ (a ∧ c ∧ d). The model checker
returns a counterexample state corresponding to the node γ23 = (bcd). Proceeding further,
Step 2 is again performed using I = (a ∧ b ∧ c) ∨ (a ∧ c ∧ d) ∨ (b ∧ c ∧ d). At this point, the
model checker fails to find any counterexamples for the property EF (g = 1) ∨ I. In Step 3,
we remove all of the states corresponding to the nodes (abc), (acd) and (bcd) by adding the
invariant ¬I = (¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ ¬c) ∧ (¬a ∨ ¬c ∨ ¬d) ∧ (¬b ∨ ¬c ∨ ¬d) to the model, and we start
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a new iteration from Step 1. So far, we have obtained an ordering of sets of optional goals
γ11 = (abcd), γ21 = (abc), γ22 = (acd), γ23 = (bcd).
Remainder of the Process. The iterative process, starting from Step 1, is illustrated in
Table 5.1. The iteration is continued until ¬I results in a KC where no states are considered by
the model checker. The total number of iterations is equal to the height of the partial order in
δ(C). In this example, using δ(C) as shown in Figure 5.2, it is equal to 10. Each such iteration
obtains a sequence of sets of optional goals that are equally preferred (or indistinguishable as
per the given preferences). For instance, in iteration 2, we obtained (abc), (acd), and (bcd),
which are equally preferred. Such elements are obtained by iterating Step 2 multiple times,
with a new value of I each time. The maximum number of iterations starting at Step 2 is equal
to the width of the partial order in δ(C). In this example (Figure 5.2), it is equal to 3.
The main advantage of using the method presented in this section is that a total ordering of
sets of optional goals is obtained without performing all possible pairwise comparisons. Instead,
systematic updates to the model corresponding to the induced preference graph and repeated
model checking using a CTL property are used to automatically find the total order of sets of
optional goals.
5.4 Determining the Most Preferred Alternatives
We now have effective methods for finding the most preferred set of optional goals, as well
as for computing a sequence of optional goals that forms a total ordering over the powerset of
optional goals and is consistent with the stated CI-net preferences. At this point, there are two
options for identifying the most preferred system design alternatives (i.e., sets of tasks) from
the set of all feasible system designs in the goal model (i.e., those that appear to be sufficient
to satisfy the root goal):
1. Verify all feasible system designs to determine which of them can form actual systems
that fulfill the root goal of the goal model, then determine which correct systems are most
preferred based on the set of optional goals satisfied by each correct system.
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Table 5.1 Steps to find ordering of optional goal sets for online book sales example
# Iteration Query Result Action
1. Iteration 1 EF(g = 1) [abcd] I = (abcd)
2. EF(g = 1) ∨ I − Revise model by adding ¬I as invariant
3. Iteration 2 EF(g = 1) [abc] I = (abcd¯)
4. EF(g = 1) ∨ I [acd] I = (abcd¯) ∨ (ab¯cd)
5. EF(g = 1) ∨ I [bcd] I = (abcd¯) ∨ (ab¯cd) ∨ (a¯bcd)
6. EF(g = 1) ∨ I − Revise model by adding ¬I as invariant
7. Iteration 3 EF(g = 1) [abd] I = (abc¯d)
8. EF(g = 1) ∨ I − Revise model by adding ¬I as invariant
9. Iteration 4 EF(g = 1) [ac] I = (ab¯cd¯)
10. EF(g = 1) ∨ I [ad] I = (ab¯cd¯) ∨ (ab¯c¯d)
11. EF(g = 1) ∨ I [cd] I = (ab¯cd¯) ∨ (ab¯c¯d) ∨ (a¯b¯cd)
12. EF(g = 1) ∨ I − Revise model by adding ¬I as invariant
13. Iteration 5 EF(g = 1) [bd] I = (a¯bc¯d)
14. EF(g = 1) ∨ I − Revise model by adding ¬I as invariant
15. Iteration 6 EF(g = 1) [bc] I = (a¯bcd¯)
16. EF(g = 1) ∨ I − Revise model by adding ¬I as invariant
17. Iteration 7 EF(g = 1) [c] I = (a¯b¯cd¯)
18. EF(g = 1) ∨ I − Revise model by adding ¬I as invariant
19. Iteration 8 EF(g = 1) [ab] I = (abc¯d¯)
20. EF(g = 1) ∨ I − Revise model by adding ¬I as invariant
21. Iteration 9 EF(g = 1) [a] I = (ab¯c¯d¯)
22. EF(g = 1) ∨ I [b] I = (ab¯c¯d¯) ∨ (a¯bc¯d¯)
23. EF(g = 1) ∨ I [d] I = (ab¯c¯d¯) ∨ (a¯bc¯d¯) ∨ (a¯b¯c¯d)
24. EF(g = 1) ∨ I − Revise model by adding ¬I as invariant
25. Iteration 10 EF(g = 1) [ ] I = (a¯b¯c¯d¯)
26. EF(g = 1) ∨ I − Revise model by adding ¬I as invariant
27. EF(g = 1) − No more states to explore. Terminate.
2. Order all feasible system designs in descending order of preference based on the optional
goals they claim to satisfy, then attempt to realize the most preferred system design and
verify that the realized system satisfies its verification obligation regarding both the root
goal and any optional goals it is committed to fulfill. If the most preferred design cannot
be verified, repeat with the second-most preferred design, then the third-most preferred
design, and so on until a verified correct system is found or all designs are exhausted.
Both options produce the same results in the end, but one option may be more efficient than
the other depending on the number of feasible system designs and the complexity of the goal
model. If there are few feasible system designs to be realized and verified, or if the goal model is
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simple enough that verification can be completed relatively efficiently, then it may be better to
determine which of the designs can be realized and verified as correct systems before considering
preferences; perhaps only one of the systems will be correct, in which case preferences will not
matter. On the other hand, if there are many feasible system designs or if the goal model is
fairly complex, then it may be desirable to place the feasible system designs in descending order
of preference, then realize and verify only the most preferred system designs needed to obtain
an optimal correct system.
Before we proceed to find the most preferred satisfiable set of goals (i.e., the most preferred
system design), we define some additional concepts. Let 2S denote the powerset of set S.
1. Let R be a formula representing the Boolean combination of the goals in the goal model,
where each proposition Ri in the formula indicates the corresponding goal gi ∈ GR (recall
that GR is the set of required goals in the goal model). Then a satisfiable goal assignment
is any set of goals GˆR ⊆ GR such that setting the corresponding propositions to true
satisfies R. Let Sat(R) = Sat(GR) denote the set of all satisfiable goal assignments in
2GR . For instance, Sat(Books Delivered) is a set containing two different solutions: one
solution contains the goal Don’t Place Receipt in Shipment and the other contains the
goal Place Receipt in Shipment. This is because either one of these goals must be satisfied
in order to satisfy the goal Handle Receipt, satisfaction of which is necessary to satisfy
the root goal Books Delivered.
2. Let γ ⊆ GO be a set of optional goals. A contributing goal set, denoted by Contrib(γ),
is a set of goals (equivalently, a set of truth assignments to goal propositions in R) that,
taken together, support (contribute positively to) every optional goal in the set γ. In
other words, for every optional goal sj ∈ γ, both of the following hold:
(a) At least one goal in the set supports (has a ++ link to) sj .
(b) No goal in the set denies (has a -- link to) sj .
For instance, in Figure 2.1, Contrib(Use Robust Legal Documentation) = {Payment Via
Money Order, Send Printed Receipt}.
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With the help of these two concepts and the method described in Section 5.3.3 for computing
a total preference ordering over the powerset of optional goals using CI-nets, we present our
algorithm to find the most preferred functionally satisfactory assignment of goals in the goal
tree. The aim is to identify a satisfiable goal assignment for the root goal of the goal model
such that the assignment also contributes to the most preferred subset of optional goals GO. In
order to achieve this, we iterate through the possible sets of optional goals in 2GO in descending
order of preference with respect to the given CI-net specification, using the method described
in Section 5.3.3. The algorithm proceeds as follows:
1. Let R be the Boolean formula described above which, when satisfied, results in the satis-
faction of the root goal in the goal model. Let γ1, γ2, . . . , γn be the total order sequence
of sets of optional goals from most preferred to least preferred that was obtained by the
method in Section 5.3.3.
2. For each i from 1 to n, for each x ∈ Sat(R), and for each y ∈ Contrib(γi): If y ⊆ x, then
return x.
3. If the loop terminates, then no satisfiable assignment was identified for any set of optional
goals (including the empty set); in this case, inform the user and return nothing.
In the above procedure, Step (2) is iterated until either (a) a satisfiable goal assignment
that contributes to all of the optional goals in some γi (considered in descending order of
preference) is found or (b) no one satisfiable goal assignment contributes to all of the optional
goals in any γi. Note that in the latter case, indeed there is no satisfiable goal assignment
because the procedure considers all possible subsets of optional goals one by one, including
the set γn = ∅ where none of the optional goals are fulfilled (the least preferred option). In
other words, the above procedure finds a satisfiable goal assignment if one exists. Further, the
procedure considers sets of optional goals in descending order of preference, so it will find a
satisfiable goal assignment (if one exists) that fulfills a more preferred set γi of optional goals
ahead of other assignments that fulfill the set γj (j > i), where γi is preferred to γj .
This establishes the correctness of our procedure and its optimality in finding the most
preferred satisfiable goal assignment — in other words, the most preferred design.
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Theorem 5 (Soundness and Completeness) If our algorithm returns a satisfiable assign-
ment to R, then there is no satisfiable goal assignment that contributes to a more preferred set
of optional goals than the assignment returned by our algorithm. Furthermore, if our algorithm
does not return a satisfiable assignment to R, then no satisfiable assignment to R exists.
The proof of Theorem 5 follows directly from the steps of our method described above.
5.5 Implementation and Preliminary Results
We have developed a tool in Java to implement our approach for finding the most preferred
goal assignments for a given goal model. The tool’s architecture comprises two main compo-
nents: a Goal Model Analyzer component that serves as the tool’s front-end and a Preference
Reasoner component that provides the tool’s back-end functionality.
The Preference Reasoner uses either the NuSMV or Cadence SMV model checker to com-
pute the next-most-preferred optional goal set at each step of the goal model analysis. This
component reads a text file containing a CI-net specification and automatically generates the
Kripke structure in the SMV language. The functionality of the Preference Reasoner is provided
by two modules, which each have two sub-modules:
1. A pre-processor module that uses two sub-modules to produce input to the model checker,
namely:
(a) Parser: Reads CI-net statements specified in a text input file.
(b) Translator: Automatically translates CI-net statements to generate the SMV input
model.
2. A reasoning driver module that coordinates preference reasoning. Its two sub-modules
invoke the model checker to do different tasks:
(a) Consistency Checker: Checks the consistency of CI-nets, returning true if and only
if the CI-net is consistent.
(b) Rank Order Generator: Takes the model generated by the pre-processor, generates
appropriate temporal logic (CTL or LTL) properties, and invokes the model checker.
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After the first run of the model checker, it reads the output of the model checker,
appropriately updates the property or refines the model by including invariants, and
repeatedly invokes the model checker until all ordered results are obtained.
The Goal Model Analyzer constructs the goal model, including the AND-OR tree of goals
and tasks, the optional goals, and the contribution links, from a text input file. Once finished
with this task, the Goal Model Analyzer executes the algorithm given in Section 5.4, obtain-
ing preference data from the Preference Reasoner. One important aspect of the Goal Model
Analyzer and its interaction with the Preference Reasoner is that the latter communicates the
best (most preferred) set of optional goals to the former and then waits until it is instructed
to compute the next best set of optional goals. In other words, the Preference Reasoner does
not compute the entire total order sequence of sets of optional goals; instead, it computes one
and sends it to the Goal Model Analyzer. If the Goal Model Analyzer cannot find a satisfiable
assignment that contributes to the set of optional goals, it communicates with the Preference
Reasoner to obtain the next set of optional goals in the sequence of the total order. The Goal
Model Analyzer eventually returns either the most preferred satisfiable goal assignment(s) or
a message stating that no satisfiable goal assignment could be found.
The Preference Reasoner and Goal Model Analyzer are loosely coupled, allowing different
approaches for preference reasoning or goal model analysis to be substituted into the existing
tool with minimal effort. This approach fits naturally into the context of our overall component-
based system development framework, as we will show in the next chapter. In addition, the
data structures for the goal model are designed for extensibility, which will simplify the process
of adding support for additional concepts to the Goal Model Analyzer in the future.
We have tested our implementation of our goal-model analysis framework against modi-
fied versions of three goal models from the existing literature on goal-oriented requirements
engineering. These goal models describe requirements for an online book selling service [44]
(Figure 2.1), a generalized online shopping system [43], and a public transport system [80].
We have also used a CI-net specifying new sets of preferences for each goal model that, in our
opinion, are reasonable for each goal model’s application domain.
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Table 5.2 Results of running preference analysis tool on three case studies
Mean Calls to Mean Pref.
Required Optional CI-net Total Run Preference Reasoning
Goal Model Goals Tasks Goals Rules Time (s) Reasoner Time (s)
Bookseller [44] 13 22 4 3 0.52 3 0.47
Trentino Transport [80] 24 40 3 3 0.47 2 0.34
Online Shop [43] 7 16 3 2 0.22 1 0.17
Table 5.2 summarizes the results obtained by running our analysis tool on each goal model.
The tests were executed on a Gateway laptop with 4 GB of RAM and an Intel Core 2 Duo T5550
dual-core CPU (1.83 GHz), running 64-bit Windows Vista Service Pack 2. The times shown
in Table 5.2 represent the mean of the running times reported for 20 runs of our tool over each
model under the same configuration. It is clear that the preference reasoner’s CI-net analysis
accounts for the bulk of the running time. The time required for preference reasoning appears
to depend primarily on the number of calls to the preference reasoner, although differences in
the number of optional goals and CI-net preference rules also have an effect. However, the
goal-model analyzer uses very little additional running time: about 0.05 seconds for the two
smaller models and about 0.14 seconds for the much larger transport system model. While we
plan to perform additional experiments with larger goal models and more complex preferences
to further quantify the effects of goal model and CI-net size on running time, these preliminary
results show that our goal model and preference analysis framework is as efficient as other
comparable goal model analysis techniques such as [28] and [80], even though it supports more
expressive preference specifications than those techniques.
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CHAPTER 6. A NEW FRAMEWORK FOR DEVELOPING OPTIMAL
COMPONENT-BASED SYSTEMS
In this chapter, we introduce our modular, generic, end-to-end, and semi-automatic frame-
work for the development of optimal (i.e., correct and strongly preferred) component-based
systems. Let us clarify what is meant by these four properties of our framework:
• Modular: The framework provides a common infrastructure to connect a number of mod-
ules, each of which provides a portion of the functionality necessary to identify, compose,
and verify a component-based system in the application domain under consideration.
Each large-scale step of the workflow can be customized for a given application domain
by incorporating appropriate modules into the system to provide support for the for-
mal specification, verification, and preference reasoning techniques used in that domain.
Our framework is designed to incorporate a standard module specification that will allow
future users to easily customize the framework for their needs.
• Generic: The framework can handle any type of problem for which a component-based
system can provide a solution. It can incorporate different methods for modeling and
decomposition of requirements, specification of and reasoning over preferences, discovery
of available components, composition of selected components, and verification that a
system satisfies a given set of traits. All that is needed to customize the framework for a
given type of problem is to supply the appropriate modules and data for performing each
task in the system development workflow.
• End-to-end: The framework provides support for component-based system development
from the initial requirements-gathering and problem-modeling stages all the way through
to delivery of the completed system.
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• Semi-automatic: The framework automates many time-consuming low-level tasks in the
component-based system development process, such as identifying the space of possi-
ble systems, determining which possible systems will be most preferred, and verifying a
system’s correctness with respect to a given requirement. This allows the system’s devel-
opers and stakeholders to focus on higher-level tasks such as identifying and refining the
requirement and preferences for the system. If the framework identifies more than one
“most preferred” system, the stakeholders have the option to manually examine the set
of results and choose a system or to allow the framework to arbitrarily choose a solution.
The intent is not to replace humans in the component-based system development process,
but rather to allow them to work more effectively.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, this framework essentially amounts to a component-based sys-
tem for developing component-based systems. It can identify and construct component-based
systems for solving problems in a wide variety of application domains, given a correct set of
modules for handling problems in that domain and appropriate sets of entities to use in creating
component-based solutions to those problems. Furthermore, modules within this framework
can be easily replaced with other modules to support alternative approaches for identifying and
creating optimal component-based systems. This property allows our framework to potentially
be used as a testbed for comparing different tools or techniques for each part of the system
development process.
Our framework comprises five stages, which are shown in more detail in Figure 6.1:
1. Defining the problem space.
2. Identifying the specific problem to solve.
3. Defining the solution space for the problem to be solved.
4. Identifying one or more solutions (system designs) that are optimal with respect to stake-
holders’ preferences.
5. Constructing an optimal component-based system to solve the given problem and verify-
ing the correctness of the completed system.
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The framework can be customized by inserting relevant modules into the framework where
they are needed. In the medical records management example from Chapter 4, system de-
signers would use modules that provide techniques for specifying requirements for Web service
compositions (defining the problem space), apply the meta-framework from Section 4.2 to de-
compose the requirement (identifying the problem), access service repositories and read service
descriptions (defining the solution space), decide which combination(s) of services will provide
the needed functionality and the most preferred non-functional properties (identifying optimal
solutions), and execute an on-the-fly composition and verification technique like that described
in Section 4.4 to construct a system and verify it against each trait in its verification obliga-
tion (verifying solution correctness). Likewise, to create an optimal online book selling system
based on the example in Chapter 5, system designers would combine a goal-oriented require-
ments engineering module with a CI-net preference modeling module to define the problem
space and the specific problem, include modules for the search technique(s) of their choice to
define the solution space, call a module that combines satisfiability (SAT) solving with CI-net
preference reasoning to order possible system designs from most to least preferred as described
in Section 5.4, and then verify the correctness of possible system designs from most to least
preferred using verification modules as specified by each design’s verification obligation.
In Sections 6.1 through 6.5, we will discuss our vision for the operations that should occur
during each stage within this framework. We will also give a running example throughout
these sections, originally created by Ali et al. in [1] and modified for use in our work in [58],
which demonstrates how each stage of our framework can be applied to create a component-
based system called HelpMeOut that supports the operations of a roadside assistance business.
Section 6.6 discusses current implementations of our framework, modules that we have previ-
ously produced for use with this framework, and planned long-term work toward evaluating
our framework as well as making our framework more fully unified and easier to use.
6.1 Defining the Problem Space
The first task to be completed is to define the space of problems to be solved using the
framework. This represents the initial customization of the system design framework, as ap-
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Figure 6.1 Structure of our framework for developing optimal component-based systems
propriate modules need to be chosen or developed for each of the following aspects of the
application domain where the framework is to be applied:
1. The type(s) of entities that are eligible to be selected as components of the system. This
includes any common assumptions that can be made about the type(s) of entities being
considered, any standard specification language(s) that may be used to describe such
entities, or any other information that can be used to reduce the problem space and
therefore the difficulty of finding solutions to such problems.
2. The composition operator(s) ⊗ that will be used to compose components into a unified
system.
3. The problem decomposition function f that will be used to indicate the ways in which
problems may be decomposed into subproblems and subproblems may be related to one
another. This decomposition function must provide semantics for determining whether a
component-based system satisfies a given problem.
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Note that the composition operator(s)⊗ and the problem decomposition function f work to-
gether to determine whether a given composition of components satisfies a given (sub)problem.
Example. At the start of the system design process, the system designers learn that
the stakeholders in the system (in this case, primarily the owners of the roadside assistance
business) would like to develop a system that makes it easier for a vehicle’s driver to call them
for assistance in case of a roadside emergency. Furthermore, they would like to develop the
system using publicly available Web services that can tie into their existing dispatching and
billing systems. The system designers suggest that the system be developed as a Web service
composition, and the stakeholders agree.
As soon as the decision about the type of solution to be provided is made, the system de-
signers know what type of entities they will use to develop the system, and they can also make
several important assumptions about the components of the system and the ways in which they
can be composed. Specifically, Web services are self-contained, self-describing, and frequently
specified using one of several relatively standard specification languages (e.g., WSDL [17] or
BPEL [55]). The system designers can use these assumptions to select or create a “module”
of techniques that are targeted toward developing and verifying Web service compositions, as
opposed to other types of component-based systems. They also select one or more service com-
position methods ⊗ and any appropriate problem decomposition function(s) f . In this case, the
VeriComp service composition algorithm presented in [58] is selected as the entity composition
operator ⊗ and our “meta-framework” for decomposing a composition design problem [59, 62]
is selected as the problem decomposition function f . With this finished, the system designers
and stakeholders can proceed to define the specific problem to be solved.
6.2 Identifying and Modeling the Specific Problem to Solve
The process of identifying the system design problem to be solved consists of three steps:
identifying the set of traits Ψ to be considered in the system design, defining the system
requirement R, and determining stakeholders’ preferences over individual traits or sets of traits.
As shown in Figure 6.1, these three steps reinforce each other. One or more of these steps may
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need to be repeated multiple times to iteratively refine the problem specification until it fully
represents the stakeholders’ view of the problem.
6.2.1 Identifying the Traits for the System
The first step in developing a component-based system is to identify the set of traits that
should be considered important enough to include in the problem specification for the system.
This is essentially a “brainstorming” process in which stakeholders identify high-level traits
that the system may be expected to possess, such as tasks that the system may accomplish
or non-functional properties that the system might provide, along with low-level traits such as
behavioral specifications that will ensure the continued correct operation of the system. This
step may also include initial discussion about which traits should form a part of the system
requirement and which traits should be considered optional. However, the full requirement,
which will be expressed as a Boolean combination of the traits identified in this step, will not
be formalized until later.
Although traits do not need to be fully specified and do not need to have a verification
technique chosen in this step of the development process, stakeholders and system designers
should consider what metrics, formal specifications, or other verification methods would be
appropriate for each trait being considered. It will be necessary to meaningfully specify these
traits before attempting to verify a system design for correctness (see Section 6.5). If a trait
cannot be easily formalized or verified, stakeholders should consider decomposing it into simpler
“sub-traits” that are easier to verify, using the concept of AND-OR decomposition as presented
in Section 3.3 to track relationships between traits; these relationships can be reused later to
help define the system requirement. The objective of this step is to identify a set of traits that
will play important roles in the desired system, that can be specified in a verifiable way, and
that cannot be easily decomposed into simpler sub-traits.
6.2.2 Defining the System Requirement
After identifying the initial set of traits, the system stakeholders must define the requirement
R for the system. As presented in Section 3.3, the requirement is a set containing one or more
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sets of traits, where all traits in any one of these sets must be provided by a system in order for
the system to be acceptable to its stakeholders. The requirement can include both high-level
traits, which indicate functions or non-functional properties to be provided, and low-level traits,
which define required system behaviors and are often specified using statements in a temporal
or other formal logic. Essentially, the requirement R is a Boolean combination of traits that
were identified in the previous step.
Any new or existing requirements elicitation technique or combination of such techniques
may be used to define the requirement. However, at a minimum some form of problem de-
composition must be used. The problem decomposition defines a function f , which indicates
both how the overall requirement is decomposed into alternative sets of individual traits (e.g.,
using an AND-OR graph) and how multiple components that each provide certain traits can
be composed into a system that satisfies the overall requirement (or sub-requirement). It is
important that the composition function f provide a semantics for combining or aggregating
the verification obligations of the selected components (i.e., the traits that each component is
expected to provide) to form the unified verification obligation for the system. The function f
must also provide a method for keeping track of the various verification techniques that must
be used to verify that the entire system satisfies the traits in its verification obligation.
Additional traits may be identified during the requirement elicitation and decomposition
process, as stakeholders discover additional high-level and low-level properties that components
may satisfy or that the system is required to provide. This is to be expected. The newly
identified traits can be added to the existing set of traits and incorporated into the requirement
if necessary, then formalized before verifying a system design.
Example. Figure 6.2 presents the functional requirements for the HelpMeOut system
using a goal model (AND-OR graph) as described in Section 5.1. The required functions in-
clude collecting the vehicle’s location and problem, searching for a nearby point of assistance,
locating a mechanic that can visit the user, receiving payment, and reporting the event. In-
termediate sub-requirements (goals) appear in round-edged boxes in Figure 6.2, while basic
high-level traits that may be realized from available services (tasks) are shown in hexagons.
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Figure 6.2 Goal model for HelpMeOut service
The graph illustrates dependencies between the requirements. For instance, the root node
(level 0) describes the overall functionality to be provided. This functionality is fully realized
if all of the sub-requirements at level 1 are satisfied (AND-decomposition). In contrast, the
sub-requirement Receive Payment is satisfied if either one of the high-level traits On the Spot
or Later On is satisfied (OR-decomposition).
While these functional requirements describe the necessary functions to be provided by
the system, behavioral constraints encoded as low-level traits (not shown in Figure 6.2) ensure
correct interaction or ordering of the services participating in the composition. These behavioral
constraints are expressed as properties specified in a temporal logic, e.g., CTL [21] or LTL [71].
For example, HelpMeOut requires that if the EFTPOS service or the Cash service is used for
payment on the spot, then a printed report should be sent instead of an electronic report.
Consequently, the corresponding low-level trait becomes a part of the requirement for the
system if either one of these services is chosen to form part of the system.
6.2.3 Determining Preferences over Traits
The stakeholders also need to determine their preferences among various traits of the sys-
tem. Preferences may be used in a number of different ways within the development process:
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they may be used to express preferences between different ways of satisfying the system require-
ment, to decide which of several optional features to include as part of the finished system,
or to communicate other information as the stakeholders desire. Stakeholders express their
preferences by defining a dominance relation between sets of traits as shown in Section 3.4,
but they do not need to define this relation explicitly. Instead, system developers can use a
preference modeling formalism, such as CI-nets [12] or TCP-nets [14], to create a dominance
relation from informal preferences expressed by the stakeholders. Any preference formalism
that satisfies the constraints in Section 3.4 is compatible with our component-based system
development framework.
Example. Along with functional requirements, Figure 6.2 captures dependencies between
non-functional properties (NFPs) and services. The NFPs, which are modeled here as optional
traits of the system, are represented in boxes which are connected to functional requirements
(goals) via edges annotated with “+” or “-”. The “+” annotation represents the satisfaction
of the functional requirement having a positive impact on the NFP (a MAKE contribution
link), while the “-” annotation represents a negative impact (a BREAK contribution link). For
instance, satisfying the requirement that the user can contact an operator via a phone call
may result in a happier user (positive impact) but will have a negative impact on reducing
operational cost.
It may not be possible to consider a set of basic requirements such that (a) they have only
positive impacts on the NFPs, (b) all NFPs are considered, and (c) the root-level requirement
is satisfied according to the problem decomposition function. Therefore, preferences and trade-
offs over NFPs are important for identifying a preferred set of basic requirements that result in
satisfying the overall requirement for the system. Consider the following preference statements:
1. If robust documentation is used, payment traceability is more important than reducing
operational costs.
2. If costs are reduced at the expense of customer satisfaction, then using robust documen-
tation takes precedence over ensuring payment traceability.
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These two preferences can be modeled naturally as CI-net statements. The first preference can
be expressed as
{Robust Documentation}; {} :
{Payment Traceability}  {Reduced Operational Costs}
(6.1)
while the second preference can be expressed as
{Reduced Operational Costs}; {Happier User} :
{Robust Documentation}  {Payment Traceability}
(6.2)
Figure 6.3 shows the induced preference graph corresponding to the preferences expressed
by these CI-net statements. As in Section 5.3, each directed edge in the graph represents an
improving flip from a less-preferred set of NFPs to a more-preferred set. Dashed edges (e.g.,
from {c} to {bc}) indicate monotonicity flips; here, the NFP set {Reduced Operational Costs,
Payment Traceability} is preferred because it is a proper superset of the NFP set {Payment
Traceability}. Solid edges (e.g., from {bc} to {bd}) indicate importance flips, which are induced
by a specific CI-net statement (in this case, by statement 6.2 above). Figure 6.3 shows that the
set of all NFPs is most preferred, while the empty set (no NFPs satisfied) is least preferred.
This reflects the natural preference of the stakeholders for the system to provide as many NFPs
as possible.
6.3 Defining the Solution Space
At this point in the system development process, the entire problem model has been con-
structed. The next step is to understand the set of possible solutions, i.e., the set of possible
systems that can be created to solve the given problem. Because a system is represented in our
framework as a composition of components, the set of possible systems (i.e., the solution space)
S is a subset of the powerset of entities (possible components) E that are considered within
the framework for a given problem; in notation, S ⊆ 2E . In general, S = 2E in the absence
of any constraints on the set of possible systems; however, this scenario is unlikely in practice,
as there may be incompatibilities between entities (i.e., entities that cannot be composed with
each other) or other constraints on the structure of the system which eliminate sets of entities
from the set of possible systems S.
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CI-net statements:
6.1 {d}, {} : {c}  {b}
6.2 {b}, {a} : {d}  {c}
Figure 6.3 Induced preference graph for CI-net statements in HelpMeOut example
Defining the solution space for the problem is a two-step process. The first step involves
identifying the set of entities E that are available to participate in a component-based system
for this application domain. One or more modules for identifying the set of entities E must be
provided by the system designers based on the type(s) of entities desired. Such a module may
take the form of a list of available entities provided explicitly by the stakeholders, or it may be
a program that computes the set of entities using a problem-specific search algorithm (or set
of algorithms for different types of entities).
The second step is to determine which sets of available entities can be composed to form
systems. A domain-specific module can be included in the framework at this point to efficiently
eliminate sets of entities that are incompatible with each other from consideration. The module
may use any technique to perform this reduction as long as it correctly returns S, i.e., the set of
all sets of entities that can be composed to form systems. By default, if no module is specified,
the framework uses a “brute-force” algorithm to complete this process, listing every set of
entities in 2E and checking whether the entities in each set can be composed to form a system.
Note that this process is intended only to remove sets of entities that cannot be composed
together from consideration, not to consider whether the resulting systems are correct (i.e.,
whether they satisfy the given requirement R).
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Example. Let us suppose that the developers of the HelpMeOut service have access to
a repository of services (i.e., a set of entities or possible components E) that are available
for use in the composition. Each service in the repository is specified in a standard service
specification language such as WSDL [17] or BPEL [55], which describes the service’s high-
level functionality (semantics) as well as its inputs, outputs, and low-level behavior. A labeled
transition system (LTS) for each service in E, which captures the dynamics of that service,
is then extracted from this complete specification. The extraction of the LTS for each service
can be done automatically using any existing method for transforming service descriptions into
LTSs, such as those in [9] or [65]. These methods may be incorporated into our framework as
separate modules. LTSs for the services in our repository are depicted in Figure 6.4. Because
the PhoneCall and SMS services serve only as interfaces between a user and the system, their
LTSs are not shown to reduce complexity.
The solution space for this problem is the set S of combinations of services (components)
chosen from the repository E that are compatible with each other, meaning that the services in
that combination can be composed to form a working service composition (system). Some of the
possible service compositions in S can be obtained by comparing the inputs (resp. outputs) of
each service to the outputs (resp. inputs) of every other service. If a given set of services contains
at least one internal interface (i.e., between services in the set) that has an unavailable input,
then the services in that set are not all compatible with each other. This input-output analysis
should reduce the set of possible compositions to test in a relatively efficient manner, but it
is susceptible to missing sets of components that are semantically compatible with each other
even though the names of their matching inputs and outputs suggest otherwise. The technique
for identifying and overcoming such “data mismatches” introduced by Ali et al. in [1] can be
applied in this case to help identify possible compositions that would be missed otherwise. Other
methods that make use of more sophisticated interface theories, such as interface grammars
as used in [32] and [34], can also be used for more accurate and complete discovery of sets of
compatible services. Techniques for adaptation of existing services, such as the one proposed
in [67], can expand the space of possible solutions even further.
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Figure 6.4 Repository of available component services for HelpMeOut. Circled services con-
stitute the final composition.
6.4 Identifying Optimal Solutions for the Problem
After the solution space (i.e., the set of all sets of components that can be composed to form
systems) has been determined, any appropriate technique(s) can be used to search the solution
space in order to identify the set of correct system designs D = {C ⊆ E : vo(f(C), R) 6= ∅}.
This search technique (or set of techniques) must also be supplied to our system development
framework as a separate module. Different modules or combinations of modules may be used
depending on the problem decomposition function f being used. In some cases, an iterative
composition algorithm such as the one used in [60] or [62] may prove useful. In other cases,
some other sort of search algorithm may be a better choice.
After possible system designs that do not satisfy the requirement R are eliminated from
consideration, a qualitative preference reasoning technique is used to determine which of the
correct system designs in D are most preferred according to the dominance relation  specified
by the stakeholders earlier in the process (see Section 6.2.3). Like the other customizable parts
of this framework, the preference reasoning technique to be used is specified by providing a
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module, which generates calls to the tool that implements the reasoning technique and then
processes the results from this tool. This preference reasoning process computes the set of
most preferred correct designs for the system. Depending on the preferences that are specified,
there may be more than one “most preferred” correct system design. Because the dominance
relation  defines a partial order over the set of designs D, if the most preferred system(s)
cannot be verified to satisfy the system requirement, the next-most-preferred system(s) can be
identified, composed, and verified; this process may be repeated until a system that satisfies
the stakeholders’ requirement is identified [60]. Alternatively, if there are few possible system
designs to consider, then it may be advantageous to determine which designs can be composed
and verified before applying preference reasoning; see Section 5.4 for a fuller discussion of the
relative merits of each approach.
Example. The developers of the HelpMeOut service use the methods presented in [58]
to compute the set of feasible service compositions (system designs) D. As part of this frame-
work, a module named NextPref uses the non-functional properties (NFPs) and the CI-net
statements describing the preferences and tradeoffs over them to compute an ordered sequence
γ1, γ2, . . . , γn. Each γi in the sequence represents a subset of the NFPs where γi+1 6 γi with
respect to the CI-net statements. In other words, the sequence of γis forms a total order
consistent with the partial order of the induced preference graph. Based on the techniques
described in Chapter 5, the NextPref module represents the induced preference graph (see
Figure 6.3) as an input model of a standard model checker (specifically NuSMV [20]) and iden-
tifies sequence γ1, γ2, . . . , γn by verifying carefully selected temporal properties of the induced
preference graph.
Let us examine how the induced preference graph shown in Figure 6.3 is used to generate the
sequence of sets of NFPs from most to least preferred. To conserve space, let a = Happier User,
b = Reduced Operational Costs, c = Payment Traceability, and d = Robust Documentation.
Clearly γ1 = {a, b, c, d} is the most preferred set of NFPs. Next, consider all sets of NFPs
with edges pointing to {a, b, c, d} in the graph. Figure 6.3 contains no edges between three of
these sets, which means that none of them are strictly preferred to each other; however, the
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graph does contain an edge from {a, b, d} to {a, c, d}, which is induced by CI-net statement 6.1.
Therefore, we assign γ2 = {a, b, c}, γ3 = {b, c, d}, and γ4 = {a, c, d} (although these sets could
be in any order). We then assign γ5 = {a, b, d}, as it is strictly less preferred than γ4 according
to Figure 6.3. This process continues until all sets of NFPs (including the empty set) have been
placed into the sequence, following the process described in Section 5.3.3.
The other part of the framework from [58] that is applied at this stage is the ServSelect
module. This module takes into account the goal model representing the overall functional
requirement R and its relationship with the NFPs, the repository E of available services, and
the sequence of NFP sets γi in order of preference starting from γ1. For each γi, the module
identifies
• the set of services X+i that realize functional requirements which have only positive im-
pacts on the non-functional properties in γi; and
• the set of services X−i that realize functional requirements which have some negative
impacts on the non-functional properties in γi.
Consider the NFP set γ4 = {a, c, d} given above, along with the goal model in Figure 6.2.
Based on the dependencies between services that satisfy functional requirements (hexagons in
Figure 6.2) and the NFPs that each service satisfies, ServSelect identifies X+4 = {PhoneCall,
CreditCard, PrintedReport} and X−4 = {SMSCall, Cash, BankChq}. Services in X+4 have only
positive impacts on the NFPs in γ4, while services in X−4 have a negative impact on some NFP
in γ4.
Next, ServSelect solves the Boolean satisfaction problem encoded by the goal model
to identify the set SR of all sets of services C such that the composition of all services in
C realizes a set of functional requirements which, when satisfied, result in satisfaction of the
overall requirement R. Note that the presence of OR-nodes in the goal model allows R to be
satisfied in multiple ways. Finally, ServSelect verifies X+i ⊆ C and X−i ∩ C = ∅ for the
selected C. Satisfaction of these conditions ensures that C is the most preferred set of services
that satisfy both R and the non-functional properties in γi. If the conditions are not satisfied
by any assignment (set of components) C, the module considers γi+1 from the sequence of
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γis. This is repeated until a suitable service set C is obtained. In the worst case, the least-
preferred (empty) NFP set γn will be used; when this occurs, X+n = X−n = ∅, making the above
conditions vacuously true. Therefore, a non-empty set C will always be obtained if one exists.
Initially, ServSelect uses the goal model in Figure 6.2 and the repository of services that
includes all services in Figure 6.4 to identify all possible compositions of available services that
may satisfy the overall functional requirement R. Recall the sequence of NFP sets identified
by the NextPref module previously. Observe in Figure 6.2 that there exists no combination
of low-level functionalities that leads to satisfaction of γ1 (all NFPs), γ2, or γ3. Fortunately,
the set of services C = {PhoneCall, Vehicle, WorkShop, Mechanic, CreditCard, PrintedReport}
satisfies the required conditions for γ4: X+4 ⊆ C and X−4 ∩ C = ∅.
6.5 Constructing an Optimal Solution and Verifying Correctness
Now that one or more preferred system designs have been identified, the final step in the
development process is to verify that a preferred system design S = f(C) satisfies one of
the sets of traits in its verification obligation vo(f(C), R). This can be done by identifying the
verification methods Mi that are to be used to verify each trait ψi in the verification obligation.
(Note that any traits which have not yet been fully specified must be given a specification and
a verification method before proceeding any further.) Because the composition function f
tracks both the verification obligation for the given system design (set of components) and the
verification methods Mi used to verify the appropriate set of traits, it is possible to automate
the process of calling the necessary verification methods (through one or more modules that
provide an interface to the method Mi specified by each trait ψi in the verification obligation),
tracking the verification results for each required trait, and finally determining whether the
verification obligation has been satisfied.
At this point, one of the identified optimal (most preferred correct) system designs is selected
to be composed and verified. If desired, the stakeholders may review the available optimal
system designs and choose a design that they think appears especially promising; otherwise, an
optimal system design can be selected arbitrarily by the framework. The appropriate modules
are called to compose the selected components into a unified system and then verify that the
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resulting system satisfies its verification obligation. If both composition and verification of
the system are completed successfully, then the system development workflow is completed
and an optimal correct component-based system has been created to solve the given problem.
Otherwise, another optimal system design is selected to be composed and verified.
This process is repeated until the set of most preferred system designs is exhausted or until
a system design is successfully composed and verified against its verification obligation. If no
optimal system can be verified to satisfy its verification obligation, then the next-most-preferred
correct system designs are identified and verified one by one; these form the new set of most
preferred solutions. The framework proceeds by identifying, composing, and verifying gradually
less preferred solutions one by one until a system passes verification or until all possible systems
are exhausted.
Example. In the framework from [58] that the developers of the HelpMeOut composite
service are employing, the OrchAndVerif module takes as input the set SR of sets of services
C from the ServSelect module and the set of low-level behavioral constraints Ψ expressed
in CTL. The OrchAndVerif module then verifies whether there exists an orchestration of
the services in C that satisfies Ψ. The core of the verification technique, which was primarily
developed by Ali et al., is a tableau algorithm that takes services in C and constructs their
orchestration in a goal-directed fashion, possibly including interleaving of services; details of
the technique are available in [1]. If the verification fails, a different C is selected from SR and
the process is repeated until a suitable C is identified (success) or all elements of SR have been
considered (failure). Successful termination of the process results in a set of services which (1)
satisfies the overall requirement R, (2) satisfies all behavioral constraints Ψ, and (3) is most
preferred with respect to CI-net preferences over the set of NFPs.
Figure 6.5 presents the successfully generated orchestration of the most preferred set of
services (given in the previous subsection) that fulfills the given behavioral constraints. Recall
that the PhoneCall service serves as an interface only, so it is omitted from Figure 6.5 to reduce
complexity.
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Figure 6.5 States and transitions of the synthesized service composition for HelpMeOut. Ser-
vices are ordered as: [Vehicle, WorkShop, Mechanic, CreditCard, PrintedReport].
6.6 Implementation and Evaluation Plan
We define an instance of our component-based system development framework as a collec-
tion of modules that collectively provide sufficient support for stakeholders and system designers
to (1) define the problem space, (2) formulate the specific problem to solve, (3) define the so-
lution space for the problem being solved, (4) identify optimal potential solutions from this
solution space, and (5) construct and verify an optimal component-based system so that the
completed system is proven to satisfy its verification obligation. Note that as a direct result of
the modular design of our framework, essentially any related technique for preference reasoning,
problem analysis, component composition, system verification, etc. can be freely substituted
into any instance of our framework as long as it is encapsulated within a “module” that de-
scribes the interface between that technique and the rest of the framework. In fact, one of
the goals of developing this framework is to provide a testbed within which different tools,
techniques, and algorithms for each part of the component-based system development process
can be examined empirically in a well-defined and controlled environment.
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We have implemented one complete instance of our system development framework: the
VeriComp framework for Web service composition [58] that has been used as a running ex-
ample throughout this section. Because VeriComp incorporates a set of shared assumptions
about all Web services (self-describing, publicly available, etc.), it defines the space of prob-
lems that can be solved using Web service composition. VeriComp combines our work on
goal-model analysis to define the problem to solve and preference reasoning to identify opti-
mal solutions [60, 61] with techniques developed by Ali et al. in [1] specifically for composing
Web services and verifying required traits of the resulting compositions (realizing and verifying
an optimal solution). The VeriComp framework also defines the solution space by combin-
ing customizable connections to searchable repositories of available services (i.e., components)
with novel methods introduced by Ali et al. in [1] for expanding the space of possible service
composition solutions by resolving “data mismatches”, which cause semantically compatible
input-output pairs to be rejected by many service discovery tools because they are syntac-
tically incompatible (e.g., different names). It is clear that the VeriComp framework is an
instance of our more generic component-based system development framework.
Additionally, we have developed several modules that could be combined with other avail-
able modules to form another instance of our framework. The stand-alone goal-oriented re-
quirements engineering tool that we presented in [60, 61] supports formal definition of the
specific problem to solve in terms of a goal model, partial specification of the solution space
in the form of different combinations of tasks that would satisfy the root goal for the system,
and support for identifying optimal solutions by reasoning with a CI-net containing stakehold-
ers’ preferences [63] along with verifying realized solutions to ensure they fulfill the goals they
promise to fulfill. The missing parts of this framework instance, which can (and should) be
customized depending on the available components, are modules to define the problem space,
locate available components that can be included in the system, and construct a system from a
set of selected components. For example, if the system stakeholders prefer to use a preference
reasoning formalism other than CI-nets, such as the Pareto optimality-based method applied
in [62], this other formalism can be freely substituted into the framework by “plugging in” a
module for the appropriate preference reasoning formalism. In fact, the service composition
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meta-framework in [62] provides an infrastructure to combine numerous formal specification
languages with essentially any preference formalism, adding another level of modularity.
The main long-term goal for this framework is to provide a unified workflow for component-
based system development supported by a standardized user interface, which will guide system
stakeholders and software engineers alike through the stages of system development illustrated
in Figure 6.1. In our view, the key factor that will allow for a unified system development
workflow is the existence of a standard for specifying modules that will be compatible with our
framework. This will require us to define a minimal sufficient interface for modules that aim
to provide support for each stage of the development process, including a set of well-defined
baseline inputs that our framework must expect from a module that targets each stage. Modules
should also have the option to delegate the provision of some of these inputs to sub-modules
in order to preserve maximal flexibility in the system development process. If such a general
module specification standard can be established, it will be a significant step toward a truly
“plug-and-play” modular component-based system development framework.
The current lack of a standardized user interface for our framework also limits its usefulness
for component-based system developers. Part of the vision for our framework is a user interface
that helps stakeholders and system designers visualize the consequences of the ways in which
the problem to be solved and the stakeholders’ preferences are modeled. We would like to
provide a user interface that allows stakeholders to easily answer questions of the form, “What
happens if we make this change to the model?” In our view, allowing stakeholders to explore the
problem and solution spaces before doing the work of realizing and verifying an actual system is
likely to reduce the total effort required for system development while resulting in component-
based systems that better satisfy stakeholders’ needs. We have previously developed (with
Samik Basu, Ganesh Ram Santhanam, Carl Chapman, and Katarina Mitchell) a prototype
graphical user interface (GUI) for CI-net and TCP-net preference reasoning, which could serve
as a building block for a future unified GUI that can manage the entire system development
framework. In addition to helping visualize aspects of the problem under consideration and
its potential solutions, this GUI would be able to locate available modules and manage the
logistical details of adding modules to or removing modules from the overall framework. This
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functionality would greatly simplify the process of gathering experimental data for comparing
the performance of techniques proposed for use in component-based system development.
Future evaluation of our framework will attempt to answer two questions: whether the
framework reduces development costs (both time and money) for component-based systems and
whether the systems developed using our framework satisfy their stakeholders’ needs better than
systems developed using previous methodologies. Table 6.1 shows some of the criteria that we
anticipate using to determine the contributions of our framework in these areas. The criteria in
the left column, which are primarily meant to address the first question, are quantitative metrics
that can be easily tracked while developing a system using our framework. These metrics can
then compared to the same metrics for similar component-based system development projects
completed without the help of our framework. The right column contains criteria that are
targeted toward answering the second question. These criteria are more qualitative in nature,
as they deal with stakeholders’ and system developers’ evaluations of the system development
process as well as the final delivered system. Data for these criteria can be elicited through
surveys administered both to system stakeholders and to system developers at various points
in the development process.
One possible method of doing a preliminary evaluation along these lines involves asking
students in software engineering courses to design component-based systems to solve any one
of several problems, which could all be solved using components selected from a single repository
of software entities (as defined in Chapter 3). Each problem would be solved by two teams of
students: one team would solve the problem using our component-based system development
framework with appropriate modules, while the other team would solve the same problem with
the same basic techniques, but without our framework to tie them together into a well-defined
process. The goal of this approach would be to measure the contribution provided by the
modular end-to-end framework compared to simply using the individual modules separately.
Another possible evaluation approach would involve a software development group in in-
dustry with experience developing component-based systems adopting (and perhaps adapting)
our framework to build two or more component-based systems for stakeholders within their
organization. If the development group has metrics available from their prior component-based
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Table 6.1 Criteria for evaluating improvements in component-based system development pro-
cesses and results caused by our framework
Change in development cost and effort Satisfaction with process and results
Directly observable project data, including:
• Total developer effort (person-hours)
• Total money spent on project
• Total time from start of project to final
system acceptance
• Number of intermediate systems deliv-
ered before final system
• Number of changes in requirement or
preferences during development
• Amount of developer effort per change
in requirement or preferences
Data obtained from surveys of developers
and stakeholders, such as:
• Attitudes regarding component-based
system development
• Level of confidence in system designers
and developers
• Level of confidence in trait and require-
ment specifications
• Level of understanding between stake-
holders and developers
• How much input or control stakehold-
ers feel they have in process
• How well final system meets stakehold-
ers’ needs compared to past systems
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development projects, it may be possible to quantitatively compare our framework to their
previous approaches in terms of developer effort, time or cost overruns, or other measures.
Surveys would be administered to both the development group and the stakeholders for each
system at the start of the development process, during development, and after acceptance of the
initial production version of the system. The initial survey would be designed to measure prior
attitudes and expectations about component-based system development and the system to be
developed; the second survey would obtain opinions about the process, specifically communica-
tion between stakeholders and designers, during development; and the final survey would ask
stakeholders to evaluate how well they feel the delivered system meets their needs in general
as well as how the system compares to other component-based systems developed for them in
the past.
We expect that our framework for component-based system development will produce sys-
tems that satisfy their stakeholders’ needs and desires at least as well as systems developed
using current methodologies, if not significantly better. Another benefit that we expect our
framework to produce is a reduction in the number of intermediate systems, both prototypes
and nearly complete systems, required to eventually produce a satisfactory system for the
stakeholders; this will result in significantly reduced development costs and time-to-delivery.
In addition, we anticipate that stakeholders’ confidence in the overall process and in the devel-
opers producing the system will be significantly greater than with existing methods because of
the improved communication between these two groups that our framework can facilitate.
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSION
7.1 Summary
This dissertation presents and explains our novel framework for developing component-
based systems that are optimal, meaning that they are correct relative to their specified re-
quirement and most preferred with respect to their stakeholders’ preferences over optional traits
of the system. Although many approaches to solving this problem have been proposed and de-
veloped previously, this “component-based system for developing component-based systems”
was motivated by two primary drawbacks of existing component-based system development
frameworks. Most such frameworks do not provide support for modeling and verifying system
requirements using diverse formal methods; rather, it is often expected that all properties to be
formally verified will be specified using the same formal specification language, even though this
may not produce ideal results. Additionally, current component-based development frameworks
generally represent and reason with system stakeholders’ preferences regarding non-functional
properties and other optional traits of the system using primarily quantitative methods. Such
methods are often time-consuming for stakeholders to use, produce results that may be diffi-
cult for stakeholders to correctly understand, and may identify “preferred” options that do not
actually reflect the stakeholders’ true preferences.
In response to these shortcomings of existing frameworks, the modular design of our frame-
work for component-based system development allows support for various formal specification
languages, diverse formal verification techniques, and a broad spectrum of qualitative prefer-
ences over sets of optional properties of the system to be incorporated directly into the system
development process. Following the techniques described in Chapter 4, our framework guides
stakeholders through the process of defining the problem that they wish to solve by decompos-
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ing the overall requirement for the component-based system into a collection of self-contained
traits, some of which are optional and some of which are required. Each trait is specified in a
certain way, ideally using a formal specification, and each trait provides a method by which its
specification can be verified. The problem decomposition function for the given problem is then
used in combination with a repository of software components to identify a set of components
that are likely to provide a sufficient number of required traits to fulfill the overall system
requirement.
As possible system designs (i.e., sets of components) that are likely to satisfy the overall
requirement for the desired system are identified, qualitative preferences over the possible
values of the optional traits under consideration are examined. If the given preferences are
inconsistent, as determined by the methods described in Chapter 5, our framework explains
to the stakeholders which of their preferences are inconsistent with each other and gives them
an opportunity to resolve those inconsistencies. The framework then identifies which set(s) of
components will be most preferred under this consistent set of qualitative preferences by using
the techniques from Chapter 5 or other appropriate techniques. One such set of components is
then composed using techniques and tools specified in a module for the type(s) of components
being used. Finally, our framework verifies this optimal composition (if one can be realized)
against its verification obligation, which is the entire set of required and optional traits that it
is expected to provide, to ensure that it will fulfill its commitments to the system stakeholders.
We provided an overview of the entire framework and an example of its use in Chapter 6. Any
component-based system that is identified, composed, and verified according to this framework
is an optimal (i.e., correct and most preferred) solution to the given component-based system
development problem as long as the underlying modules produce correct results.
The advantages of our new framework for component-based system development compared
to previous frameworks are:
1. The modular design of our framework allows it to be customized for a specific class
of component-based systems by “plugging in” the appropriate modules to handle the
common characteristics of that class of systems.
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2. Because of this modular design, our framework is generic enough to use for developing
any type of component-based system.
3. Our framework is end-to-end, meaning that it guides the new system’s stakeholders
through each step of the system development process.
4. Decisions about the problem being solved, the available components, and the preferred
types of solutions are made by the stakeholders, but the difficult and time-consuming
work of finding optimal solutions based on the given preferences and verifying candidate
systems against the given requirements is automated by our semi-automatic framework.
7.2 Future Research
Three principal directions for future research in the context of our framework for component-
based system development are prioritizing and reasoning with the preferences of multiple system
stakeholders, developing more efficient techniques for automatically verifying the consistency
of a given set of preferences, and providing formal support for partial satisfaction of traits
throughout the system development framework. We explain the motivation for each of these
research directions, along with the ways in which each one might affect the framework as it
currently exists.
Reasoning with Multiple Stakeholders’ Preferences. One shortcoming of our for-
mulation of the component-based system design problem as given in Section 3 is that all stake-
holders must agree on a single set of preferences over the traits of the system. In practice, this
single set of preferences may reflect the desires of some stakeholders (e.g., senior management)
while ignoring the preferences of other stakeholders. This can be solved by applying techniques
for representing and reasoning with multiple stakeholders’ preferences, such as those described
in [95].
The basic approach that we envision involves modeling the preferences of each stakeholder
along with a graph representing the relative hierarchy of the stakeholders with respect to their
role in the system design problem. In general, the preferences of stakeholders whose roles
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place them higher in the hierarchy (e.g., CIO, project manager, or customer representatives)
would be given precedence over preferences held by stakeholders who are lower in the hierar-
chy (e.g., programmers or support staff). Wherever higher-level stakeholders do not specify
preferences between two sets of traits, lower-level stakeholders’ preferences would be taken
into account. Conflicts between higher- and lower-level preferences would be noted and pre-
sented to all involved stakeholders, as this could provide a useful communication channel to
indicate possible future problems or justifications for preferences; this may facilitate better
cooperation throughout the system development process. However, the currently envisioned
multi-stakeholder preference reasoning framework would provide the option to automatically
resolve conflicts between preferences at different levels as part of the process of identifying
optimal systems.
Our existing preference reasoning tool already includes user interface support for multi-
stakeholder preference reasoning according to this model. We plan to initially incorporate
our multi-stakeholder preference reasoning method in the context of our existing tool for goal-
oriented requirements engineering [60], which will serve as a prototype application of this
method. If this prototype is successful, we will generalize the multi-stakeholder preference
reasoning method so it can be fully incorporated into our framework and then applied to
handle preferences for any type of component-based system.
Verifying Consistency of Preferences More Efficiently. A major challenge standing
in the way of this approach for multi-stakeholder preference reasoning is the need for more
efficient methods to check the consistency of a CI-net containing stakeholders’ preferences. The
model checking-based approach in Section 5.3.2 has the twin advantages of being both simple
to implement (as long as an SMV-based model checking tool such as NuSMV or Cadence SMV
is available) and provably correct, but a major drawback of this approach is its high time and
space complexity. The model checker decides the consistency of a CI-net by attempting to verify
that every path through the Kripke-structure representation of the induced preference graph
eventually reaches a state where every optional property is satisfied. Unfortunately, because of
the CI-net semantics (particularly the monotonicity rule) and because the number of nodes in
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Figure 7.1 Time and memory usage for checking CI-net consistency with Cadence SMV [63]
the induced preference graph is exponential in the number of optional traits being considered,
the number of paths to be verified by the model checker in the worst case is doubly exponential
in the number of optional traits. This “exponential blow-up” in complexity, which is caused
by the model checker’s need to build the entire formal model before performing verification,
makes automated consistency checking for CI-nets via model checking essentially intractable
when dealing with large numbers of optional traits (variables) in the CI-net.
Figure 7.1 displays the results of an experiment we conducted to test the performance of
consistency checking using a model checker in [63]. In this experiment, the exponential blow-up
was especially apparent when performing consistency checking on CI-nets with more than 15
variables and exactly 10 preference statements using the Cadence SMV model checker. On
average, consistency checking for CI-nets with at least 17 variables and exactly 10 statements
required time on the order of minutes and memory on the order of tens of megabytes.
However, we hypothesize that it is possible to take advantage of the properties of the CI-net
consistency checking problem to obtain an algorithm that simulates the model checking-based
approach without always requiring all of the overhead of a model checking tool or even of
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Tarjan’s algorithm for detecting strongly connected components of a graph [85]. Such an
algorithm would essentially perform an explicit least fixed point computation over the CI-net’s
induced preference graph, which is identical in nature to the least fixed point computation that
is implied by the semantics of the EF construct in CTL (as applied in Section 5.3.2). Unlike
the approach presented in [60, 63] and unlike Tarjan’s algorithm, this new algorithm would not
need to store the entire preference graph in memory, improving space efficiency and perhaps
also time efficiency.
Modeling and Verifying Partial Satisfaction of System Traits. Another useful fea-
ture that we plan to add to our framework in order to better represent stakeholders’ needs and
desires is a partial satisfaction semantics for traits within a given system development problem.
The inspiration for including a partial satisfaction semantics in our framework comes from the
work of Mylopoulos et al. in goal-oriented requirements engineering [19, 35, 80, 93]. In [93],
some goals are classified as softgoals, which are not entirely “satisfied” or “unsatisfied” in the
traditional sense. Instead, softgoals are satisficed (a term coined by Simon [81]) if they are ful-
filled “well enough” to satisfy the stakeholders’ needs or denied otherwise. Mylopoulos and his
collaborators define four types of contributions: MAKE (strong contribution toward satisfic-
ing), HELP (weak contribution toward satisficing), HURT (weak contribution toward denying),
and BREAK (strong contribution toward denying). A softgoal is considered to be satisficed
in the model of Mylopoulos et al. if it has enough positive contribution links to outweigh the
negative contribution links. In [58] and [60], as well as in our examples in Chapters 5 and 6,
we use a simplified version of this model that includes only MAKE and BREAK valuations.
Allowing for partial satisfaction of traits in the preference model could have a number of
potential complicating effects on our component-based system development framework:
• Verification methods for partially satisfied traits must be able to indicate to what degree
a given trait is satisfied.
• The system requirement may indicate the particular degree of satisfaction to be achieved
by a given system.
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• When composing entities, the partial satisfaction valuations for each trait must be aggre-
gated using a consistent, possibly trait-specific aggregation function. This function must
specify, among other things, whether (and if so, when) two entities that partially satisfy
a trait can be composed in such a way that their composition fully satisfies the trait.
• It becomes possible to specify preferences of the form, “If traits A and B are both satisfied
well enough (satisficed), then I prefer that A be more strongly satisfied than B.” Such
preferences are not supported by the qualitative preference reasoning methods we have
used in the past, so new methods may need to be created or existing methods extended
for this purpose.
Many interesting research problems in the areas of requirements engineering, preference
reasoning, knowledge representation, and others are contained in these research directions.
Taken together, though, these problems all center on the same basic motivation: how do we
create new or improved systems from existing components that truly satisfy the actual needs
of the system’s stakeholders and that best fulfill their preferences over optional traits of the
system while spending the minimum amount of time and money to do so? We believe this
framework represents a significant step on the journey to an ultimate solution for this problem,
and we are looking forward to seeing where the next steps in this journey lead.
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